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Introduction
Introduction
In May
May of
of 2012
2012 II was
was appointed
appointed as
as Reviewer
Reviewerpursuant
pursuantto
tothe
theOntario
OntarioMunicipal
Municipal
In
Employees Retirement
Retirement System
SystemReview
ReviewAct
Act2006,
2006,to
toconduct
conductaareview
reviewof
ofthe
the
Employees
operation of
of the
the devolved
devolved OMERS
OMERSgovernance
governancestructure
structureestablished
establishedby
bystatute
statuteinin
operation
2006.
2006.

ItIt has
has been
been aa privilege
privilege to
to lead
lead this
this review
review and
and to
to develop
develop this
this report
reportand
and
recommendations.
recommendations.
OMERS
OMERS isis aa large
large and
and well-known
well‐known pension
pension plan
plan both
both in
in Canada
Canada and
and internationally.
Overall
it has done
very well
governance
to plan
membersto
internationally.
Overall
it hassince
doneitsvery
well sincewas
its devolved
governance
was devolved
in
2006,
although
it has although
faced a number
of challenges
from economic
plan
members
in 2006,
it has faced
a numberarising
of challenges
arising from
instability
the yearsinfollowing
2008 financial
crisis.
economic in
instability
the yearsthe
following
the 2008
financial crisis.
Like any other large and complex organization OMERS can always find ways to do
Like any other large and complex organization OMERS can always find ways to do
better and I believe that this review has helped the organization identify some of
better and I believe that this review has helped the organization identify some of
those opportunities. It is my firm view that these are opportunities which must
those opportunities. It is my firm view that these are opportunities which must
be quickly and fully seized if the plan is to continue to thrive and serve the best
be quickly and fully seized if the plan is to continue to thrive and serve the best
interests of both active and retired plan members.
interests of both active and retired plan members.
I am pleased to note that the Sponsors Corporation (SC) and Administration
I am pleased(AC)
to note
that the
Sponsors
Corporation
and Administration
Corporation
at OMERS
have
sufficient
authority (SC)
to implement
all of the
Corporation
(AC)
at
OMERS
have
sufficient
authority
to
implement
of the
recommendations in the report, and indeed have already endorsed all
many
of them.
recommendations
in
the
report,
and
indeed
have
already
endorsed
many
of
For this reason, all of the recommendations are inwardly focused towards the
them. For
reason, of
allthe
of the
recommendations
are inwardly
focused towards
owners
andthis
operators
pension
plan. I feel confident
that responsibility
for
the
owners
and
operators
of
the
pension
plan.
I
feel
confident
that
responsibility
moving forward and making the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
for moving
forward and making the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
with
its owners.
with its owners.
I want to commend the SC and AC and their respective board chairs, Marianne
I want
to Brian
commend
the(SC)
SC and
and
their(AC),
respective
board
Marianne
Love
and
O’Keefe
andAC
Rick
Miller
together
withchairs,
Richard
Faber (AC
Love Council
and Brian
O’Keefe (SC) and
RickallMiller
together
Richard
Faberfor
(AC
Joint
Sub-Committee
chair),
board(AC),
members
andwith
executive
teams
Joint participation,
Council Sub‐Committee
chair),
all board
and executive
teams for
their
cooperation
and hard
workmembers
in the course
of this review.
their participation, cooperation and hard work in the course of this review.
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They have contributed a great deal to the review. I also acknowledge the very
They
have
contributed
greatstakeholder
deal to the groups,
review. Ipension
also acknowledge
very
Introduction
helpful
advice
receivedafrom
experts andthe
individuals.
helpful advice received from stakeholder groups, pension experts and individuals.
In
Maywant
of 2012
I wasthe
appointed
to the
Ontario
Municipal
I also
to thank
MinisterasofReviewer
Municipalpursuant
Affairs and
Housing,
the
IHonourable
also want Retirement
toBob
thank
theSystem
Minister
of Municipal
Affairs
and Housing,
the
Honourable
Employees
Review
Act 2006,
to conduct
aand
review
ofand
thethe
Chiarelli,
his predecessor
Kathleen
Wynne
staff,
Bob Chiarelli,
his devolved
predecessor
Kathleen
Wynne structure
and staff, established
and the Deputy
Minister
operation
of the
OMERS
governance
by statute
in
Deputy Minister
of Municipal
Affairs
and Housing,
William Forward, and
his staff
of
Municipal
Affairs
and
Housing,
William
Forward,
and
his
staff
for
the
support
2006.
for the support provided by the Ministry.
provided by the Ministry.
It
has been
privilege
to lead thisto
review
and to develop
report Iand
While
I wasagiven
an opportunity
commission
externalthis
resources
requested
While I was given an opportunity to commission external resources I requested
recommendations.
professional and administrative support for the review from the ministry. I have
professional and administrative support for the review from the ministry. I have
had the great pleasure of working with a three‐person team led by John
OMERS
a large
and well‐known
plan both in team
Canada
had the isgreat
pleasure
of workingpension
with a three-person
ledand
by John Ballantine
Ballantine – Manager of Special Projects in the Municipal Finance Policy Branch
internationally.
Overall
it has done
well since
its governance
wasand
devolved
to
– Manager of Special
Projects
in thevery
Municipal
Finance
Policy Branch
including
and including economist Mark Bergshoeff and administrative coordinator Sandra
plan
members
inBergshoeff
2006, although
it has faced a number
of challenges
arising
from
economist
Mark
and administrative
coordinator
Sandra Rego.
Both
Rego.
Both
myself
and
stakeholders
involved
in
this
review
have
received
superb
myself andinstability
stakeholders
involved
in this review
havefinancial
receivedcrisis.
superb professional
economic
in the
years following
the 2008
professional
support
from
Mr.
Ballantine
and
his
team
and
I
want
to strongly
support from Mr. Ballantine and his team and I want to strongly commend
them
Like
any other
large
and complex
organizationtoOMERS
can always
find
ways to
do
commend
them
for
their
many
contributions
this
work.
They
are
a
credit
toto
for their many contributions to this work. They are a credit to the ministry and
better
and I believe
thatOntario
this review
hasService.
helped the organization identify some of
the Ontario
ministry
and toService.
the
Public
the
Public
those opportunities. It is my firm view that these are opportunities which must
The report
report commences
commences with
with an
an executive
executive summary,
summary,which
whichisisfollowed
followed by
The
be
quickly and
fully seized if the
plan is to continue to
thrive and serveby
the best
background on OMERS, the principles adopted for
for the
the review,
review,aareport
reporton
on
interests of both active and retired plan members.
consultations and our conclusions and recommendations.
recommendations.
I am pleased to note that the Sponsors Corporation (SC) and Administration
I am confident that full implementation
implementation of
of the
the recommendations
recommendations in
in this
this report
report will
Corporation (AC) at OMERS have sufficient authority to implement all of the
further
the interests
of plan
members
and and
better
position
the plan
for success
in
will further
the interests
of plan
members
better
position
the plan
for success
recommendations in the report, and indeed have already endorsed many of
an
increasingly
turbulent
environment.
in an
increasingly
turbulent
environment.
them. For this reason, all of the recommendations are inwardly focused towards
the owners and operators of the pension plan. I feel confident that responsibility
for moving forward and making the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
with its owners.
Tony
Tony Dean
Dean
I want to commend the SC and AC and their respective board chairs, Marianne
January
Love
and2013
Brian O’Keefe (SC) and Rick Miller (AC), together with Richard Faber (AC
Joint Council Sub‐Committee chair), all board members and executive teams for
their participation, cooperation and hard work in the course of this review.
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Introduction
Executive
Summary
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
Employees Retirement System Review Act 2006, to conduct a review of the
On
May 15,of2012
Kathleen OMERS
Wynne, governance
the Ministerstructure
of Municipal
Affairs and
Housingin
operation
the devolved
established
by statute
announced
that Tony Dean was appointed as the independent Reviewer of the
2006.
governance model created under the OMERS Act 2006. The OMERS Review Act
It has been a privilege to lead this review and to develop this report and
2006 requires that:
recommendations.
• The review be based on the actual governance and administration of
OMERS
is a large
and
well‐known of
pension
plan both
in Canada
and Retirement
OMERS
since
proclamation
the Ontario
Municipal
Employees
internationally.
System Act,Overall
2006. it has done very well since its governance was devolved to
plan members in 2006, although it has faced a number of challenges arising from
• Certain matters be addressed in the review:
economic instability in the years following the 2008 financial crisis.
- The effectiveness and fairness of the governance model:
Like any other large and complex organization OMERS can always find ways to do
o I believe
In representing
interests
of thethe
employers
that participate
in the
better and
that this the
review
has helped
organization
identify some
of
OMERS pension
plansview
andthat
the members
former members
of the
those opportunities.
It is my firm
these are and
opportunities
which must
OMERS
pension
plans;
be quickly and
fully seized
if the
plan is to continue to thrive and serve the best
interests oof both
active and
plan
members.of OMERS; and,
In ensuring
theretired
efficient
governance

The Review’s Origins and Terms of Reference

I am pleased
to ensuring
note thatthe
theaccountability
Sponsors Corporation
(SC) and Administration
o In
of OMERS.
Corporation (AC) at OMERS have sufficient authority to implement all of the
- The efficiency
effectiveness
of decision-making
by the Sponsors
recommendations
in theand
report,
and indeed
have already endorsed
many of
Corporation, including its use of the supplementary decision-making
them. For this reason, all of the recommendations are inwardly focused towards
mechanisms set out in or permitted in the Ontario Municipal Employees
the owners and operators of the pension plan. I feel confident that responsibility
Retirement System Act, 2006.
for moving forward and making the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
with its
- owners.
The effectiveness of the governance model in ensuring the overall
fairness and financial stability of OMERS and, in particular, in ensuring
I want to commend the SC and AC and their respective board chairs, Marianne
that there is no subsidy of a supplemental plan by the primary pension
Love and Brian O’Keefe (SC) and Rick Miller (AC), together with Richard Faber (AC
plan.
Joint Council Sub‐Committee chair), all board members and executive teams for
their participation, cooperation and hard work in the course of this review.
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• Certain matters not be addressed in the review:
Introduction
of theas
general
principle
of giving
responsibility
In May- of Reconsideration
2012 I was appointed
Reviewer
pursuant
to thethe
Ontario
Municipal
the governance
the OMERS
pension
plans toathe
employers
EmployeesforRetirement
SystemofReview
Act 2006,
to conduct
review
of the that
in theOMERS
OMERSgovernance
pension plans
and theestablished
members and
former in
operationparticipate
of the devolved
structure
by statute
members of the plan.
2006.
- Consideration
to whether
anyand
supplemental
established
It has been
a privilege toaslead
this review
to develop plan
this report
and under
OMERS should be continued.
recommendations.
OMERS
is a large
and well‐known
pension
plan both inSystem
Canada (OMERS)
and
The Ontario
Municipal
Employees
Retirement
internationally. Overall it has done very well since its governance was devolved to
OMERS is one of the largest pension plans in Canada, holding over $55 billion
plan members in 2006, although it has faced a number of challenges arising from
in net assets. It manages a diverse portfolio of stocks, bonds, real estate,
economic instability in the years following the 2008 financial crisis.
infrastructure and private equity investments. It is not only a large investment
entity
in other
Canada
butand
is also
a significant
investor
internationally
and
hasways
beento do
Like
any
large
complex
organization
OMERS
can always
find
widely and
recognized
a success
story.has helped the organization identify some of
better
I believeasthat
this review
those
opportunities.
It is my firmOMERS
view that
these are
which
must
As with
many of its counterparts
continues
to opportunities
experience some
stress
be
quickly
and
fully seized
if thethe
plan
is to continue
serve
the best
arising
from
volatility
following
financial
collapsetointhrive
2008.and
It has
a sizable
interests
of both
active
and retired
members.
funding deficit
and
has been
forced plan
to make
some tough decisions on contribution

rates and plan design changes to address this.
I am pleased to note that the Sponsors Corporation (SC) and Administration
Corporation
(AC) at now
OMERS
have sufficient
authority to
implement
of theplans
In addition, OMERS
operates
in an environment
in which
publicallsector
recommendations
in the These
report,plans
and indeed
have already
endorsed
many
of
are under close scrutiny.
are increasingly
criticized
as being
overly
generous
of touch
developments in the
sector
in which
them.
For and
this out
reason,
all ofwith
the recommendations
areprivate
inwardly
focused
towards
defined
contribution
plans of
arethe
becoming
norm.
the
owners
and operators
pension the
plan.
I feel confident that responsibility
for moving forward and making the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
The world of pension investing is also becoming more competitive as plans look
with
its owners.
to increase
alternative investments in areas of infrastructure and commercial real
Iestate
want development.
to commend the SC and AC and their respective board chairs, Marianne
Love
andisBrian
O’Keefe (SC) and
Rick Miller
(AC), to
together
with
Richard Faber (AC
OMERS
a jointly-sponsored
pension
plan. Prior
2006 the
government
Joint
Council
Sub‐Committee
all changed
board members
teams
of Ontario
acted
as its sponsorchair),
but this
in 2006 and
withexecutive
the passage
of for
their
participation,
cooperation
and hard work
in employers
the course and
of this
review.
legislation
which fully
devolved ownership
to the
plan
members

who fund the plan and its benefits.
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OMERS
is now governed under a bicameral arrangement under which there are
Introduction
two corporations, each with its own board of directors. The Sponsors Corporation
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
(SC) and board provide for strategic oversight and decision-making by sponsors on
Employees
Review
Actand
2006,
to conductrates.
a review of the
major
policyRetirement
directions System
including
benefits
contribution
operation of the devolved OMERS governance structure established by statute in
In
parallel, the Administration Corporation (AC) and board are accountable for
2006.
the management team’s day-to-day business operations of the plan, including
It has
been a privilege
to lead this
review and
to develop
reportand
andensuring
the
management
of investment
portfolios,
paying
pensionthis
benefits
recommendations.
compliance
with financial regulations such as those governing actuarial valuations.
This board has major fiduciary responsibilities in the sense that it must act only in
OMERS is a large and well‐known pension plan both in Canada and
the interests of pension plan members as a whole and hence in fiduciary matters
internationally. Overall it has done very well since its governance was devolved to
must maintain full independence from plan sponsors.
plan members in 2006, although it has faced a number of challenges arising from
Client
service
surveysinofthe
employers
and members
indicate
a tremendous
degree
economic
instability
years following
the 2008
financial
crisis.
of satisfaction with the pension information that is communicated to them.
Like any other large and complex organization OMERS can always find ways to do
The
twoand
OMERS
boards
with
individuals
tremendously
committed
better
I believe
thatare
thispopulated
review has
helped
the organization
identify
some of
to
the opportunities.
plan and who have
dedicated
a significant
of their time
to ensure
those
It is my
firm view
that theseamount
are opportunities
which
must
that
the plan
achieves
success.
be quickly
and
fully seized
if the plan is to continue to thrive and serve the best
interests
of both active
and retired
plan with
members.
Both
corporations
have hired
executives
a high level of expertise. The two
OMERS
boards
efforts
to work
more efficiently
andAdministration
effectively as
I am pleased
tohave
notemade
that the
Sponsors
Corporation
(SC) and
organizations and to work more collaboratively, although there have been some
Corporation (AC) at OMERS have sufficient authority to implement all of the
long-standing areas of tension between the two boards. These have been surfaced
recommendations in the report, and indeed have already endorsed many of
and discussed in the course of this review and some positive momentum has
them. For this reason, all of the recommendations are inwardly focused towards
occurred and this must continue. It is vital for plan members that these issues be
the owners and operators of the pension plan. I feel confident that responsibility
addressed.
for moving forward and making the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
with its owners.
Principles
and Approaches Adopted for the Review
I want
to commend
the were
SC and
AC andfor
their
board
Marianneto
The
following
principles
adopted
therespective
review and
werechairs,
communicated
Love and Brian
O’Keefe
(SC) and Rick Miller (AC), together with Richard Faber (AC
stakeholders
from
the outset:
Joint Council Sub‐Committee chair), all board members and executive teams for
Openness: Anyone wanting to participate/contribute to the review should be
their participation, cooperation and hard work in the course of this review.
given the opportunity to do so.
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Transparency: Information about the review should be shared with stakeholders
Introduction

to the fullest extent appropriate.
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
Timeliness:Retirement
The reviewSystem
should Review
be conducted
in as
timelyofathe
manner as
Employees
Act 2006,
toefficient
conductand
a review
possible. of the devolved OMERS governance structure established by statute in
operation
2006.
Scope: The review should adhere to the issues laid out in the legislation
It
been a privilege
to lead
thisissues
review
and to develop
this report
and stood out
Ashas
stakeholders
were heard
and
surfaced,
the following
principles
recommendations.
to the Reviewer as important in guiding the thinking of the Review Team and its

iterative discussions with stakeholders:
OMERS is a large and well‐known pension plan both in Canada and
• The overriding
lens
review
mustsince
be about
what is best
fordevolved
plan
internationally.
Overall
it for
hasthe
done
very well
its governance
was
to
members;
plan members
in 2006, although it has faced a number of challenges arising from
economic instability in the years following the 2008 financial crisis.
• Foundational principles of good governance apply to all pension plans
without
exception;
Like any
other large
and complex organization OMERS can always find ways to do
better
and
I believe
that this
reviewPlans
has helped
identify some of
• In
Jointly
Sponsored
Pension
(JSPPs),the
theorganization
culture of collective
those opportunities.
is my
view that these
are opportunities
which
bargaining and It
the
legalfirm
requirements
for fiduciary
responsibility
aremust
each
be quickly
fully
seized ifcontext
the planbut
is to
thrivethere
and serve
the best
part and
of the
operating
forcontinue
all of thetoparties
is a clear
line
interests
of boththese
active
andworlds
retired
plan
members.
between
two
that
must
be respected;
I am• pleased
to note
the Sponsors
Corporation
and Administration
While there
arethat
obvious
opportunities
to make(SC)
recommendations
to
Corporation
at OMERSin
have
sufficient
authority
to implement
all of the
refine (AC)
the legislation
order
to accomplish
necessary
improvements,
recommendations
in the will
report,
and indeedones
havearrived
alreadyatendorsed
many and
of
the best solutions
be consensual
by the owners
These
crafted together
owners focused
and stakeholders
them. stakeholders.
For this reason,
all ofsolutions
the recommendations
arebyinwardly
towards
are likely
be betterofreceived.
In that
sense,
are
the owners
and to
operators
the pension
plan.
I feelimposed
confidentsolutions
that responsibility
undesirable,
they are
driven;
for moving
forwardunless
and making
thecollectively
plan stronger
lies exactly where it should be –
with• itsThe
owners.
Corporations should use their existing authorities to address these

to the fullest
without
opening
up chairs,
the legislation;
I want issues
to commend
the SCextent
and ACpossible
and their
respective
board
Marianneand,
Love
O’Keefe
and isRick
MillerThat
(AC),
Richard
Faber (AC
• and
TheBrian
reputation
of(SC)
OMERS
critical.
is,together
how it is with
viewed
by plan
Joint Council
Sub‐Committee
all board
membersand
andcompetitors.
executive teams for
members,
sponsors, thechair),
investment
community
their participation, cooperation and hard work in the course of this review.
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The
Process and Substance of the Review
Introduction
Phase
May
and Juneas
2012
the Review
Teamtowas
a work
In May1:ofBetween
2012 I was
appointed
Reviewer
pursuant
theassembled,
Ontario Municipal
plan
was drawn
up, a website
anto
invitation
submissions
Employees
Retirement
Systemestablished
Review Act and
2006,
conductfor
a review
of the was
sent
to OMERS
together
with a consultation
guide.
operation
of thestakeholders
devolved OMERS
governance
structure established
by statute in
2006. 2: From late June to early September 2012 the Review Team held 26
Phase
meetings
with
stakeholders
and
received
submissions,
including
It has been
a privilege
to lead
this
review 28
andwritten
to develop
this report
and
submissions
from the boards of OMERS. All were of high quality and
recommendations.
demonstrated a high degree of commitment to the OMERS plan members and the
OMERSsuccess
is a large
well‐known pension plan both in Canada and
overall
of and
the plan.
internationally. Overall it has done very well since its governance was devolved to
Phase 3: Work throughout September involved analysis of the consultation
plan members in 2006, although it has faced a number of challenges arising from
findings and how the governance of OMERS compared to that of other large
economic instability in the years following the 2008 financial crisis.
pension plans. The majority of the topics raised fell into three main themes:
Like any other large and complex organization OMERS can always find ways to do
1. The need for aligned, efficient and transparent decision-making processes
better and I believe that this review has helped the organization identify some of
with clear accountability structures.
those opportunities. It is my firm view that these are opportunities which must
The division
of responsibilities
andisdecision-making
powers
the
be quickly
and fully
seized if the plan
to continue to thrive
andbetween
serve the
best
boardsofisboth
wellactive
understood.
It generally
works efficiently and produces fair and
interests
and retired
plan members.
equitable outcomes. Problems have arisen for the boards in so called “crossI amover”
pleased
to where
note that
theboards
Sponsors
(SC) and
Administration
areas
both
see aCorporation
need for greater
involvement,
or at least
Corporation
(AC)
at
OMERS
have
sufficient
authority
to
implement
all
of
theboard.
more information, in areas solely under the authority of its counterpart
recommendations
in theofreport,
indeed
have
endorsed
many
of
The most significant
these and
involved
plan
andalready
membership
growth
and
them.
For this
all of
recommendations
are plan’s
inwardly
focused
towards
funding
(inreason,
particular,
thethe
periodic
valuation of the
assets
and liabilities).
the owners and operators of the pension plan. I feel confident that responsibility
2.  Fairness in representation on both boards.
for moving forward and making the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
With
sponsorship of the OMERS plans lying with approximately 36 unionized
with
its owners.
and non-union employee groups and almost a thousand employers, it is
I want to commend the SC and AC and their respective board chairs, Marianne
inevitable that some sponsors will not have an opportunity to sit at the board
Love
andofBrian
O’Keefe
and Rick Miller (AC), together with Richard Faber (AC
table
either
the SC(SC)
or AC.
Joint Council Sub‐Committee chair), all board members and executive teams for
their participation, cooperation and hard work in the course of this review.
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Generally speaking, SC by-laws operate under principles which see
Introduction

representation based predominantly on headcount. Under this model,
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
the Canadian Union of Public Employees (CUPE) and the Association of
Employees
Retirement
System
Review
Actthe
2006,
tosignificant
conduct a weight
review on
of the
Municipalities
of Ontario
(AMO)
hold
most
the
operation
boards.of the devolved OMERS governance structure established by statute in
2006.
Issues of fairness in representation were vigorously raised by three broadIt has
been
a privilege
to lead this
and to develop
this report
andunions;
based
groups:
management
andreview
non-unionized
employees;
smaller
recommendations.
and retiree groups. They raised major concerns about the lack of information
provided to them on decisions affecting the plan and their overall lack of voice
OMERS is a large and well‐known pension plan both in Canada and
in decision-making. To put it simply: they feel shut off from information and
internationally. Overall it has done very well since its governance was devolved to
shut out of decision making. All three groups are seeking direct representation
plan members in 2006, although it has faced a number of challenges arising from
on the boards (in the case of retirees, some additional representation).
economic instability in the years following the 2008 financial crisis.
Under the rubric of representation other stakeholders questioned the SC’s
Like any other large and complex organization OMERS can always find ways to do
by-law which has entrenched weighted voting, with a resulting dominance of
better and I believe that this review has helped the organization identify some of
CUPE and AMO on the boards and in the roles of co-chairs of the SC.
those opportunities. It is my firm view that these are opportunities which must
3. quickly
The presence
of seized
high-level
expertise
capacity
theand
administration
be
and fully
if the
plan is toand
continue
to on
thrive
serve the best
board.of both active and retired plan members.
interests
most significant
issue
in consultations
withand
stakeholders
and
I amThe
pleased
to note that
the arising
Sponsors
Corporation (SC)
Administration
experts related to the level of expertise and capacity on the AC board.
Corporation (AC) at OMERS have sufficient authority to implement all of the
Governance literature and pension experts emphasize the importance of
recommendations in the report, and indeed have already endorsed many of
best-in-class board capacity as a critical success factor in the achievement of
them. For this reason, all of the recommendations are inwardly focused towards
pension plan goals. There is a widespread belief that this is a vulnerability in
the owners and operators of the pension plan. I feel confident that responsibility
the OMERS governance structure and hence for the plan as a whole:
for moving forward and making the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
with• itsPension
owners.experts familiar with the OMERS governance structure identified
concerns about the capacity of the AC board and its ability to effectively
I want oversee
to commend
the SC and
AC and theirmanagement
respective board
and challenge
a world-class
team;chairs, Marianne
Love and Brian O’Keefe (SC) and Rick Miller (AC), together with Richard Faber (AC
• Council
The ACSub‐Committee
board raised substantial
about itsand
own
level of capacity
Joint
chair), allconcerns
board members
executive
teams forto
administer and
oversee a and
largehard
pension
holding
billion
in assets on
their participation,
cooperation
workfund
in the
course$55
of this
review.
behalf of over 420,000 plan members. The AC board called for a much more
8
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rigorous process for determining key board capacities and for selecting
Introduction

the talent aligned with those capacities and for the appointment of an
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
independent chair; and,
Employees Retirement System Review Act 2006, to conduct a review of the
• Concerns
been OMERS
raised bygovernance
a number of
parties established
that the current
modelin
operation
of thehave
devolved
structure
by statute
2006. of appointments might conceivably result in a perception of conflict on the
part of appointees between their allegiance to the appointing sponsor and
It has been
a privilege
to lead this review
and to develop
this report
and are not
their fiduciary
responsibilities
or a perception
that board
members
recommendations.
acting in an adequately independent manner from the management team.
OMERS
a large
andare
well‐known
pension
both inonCanada
and
Many
ofisthese
issues
also central
in theplan
literature
pension
governance and
internationally.
it has done
very well
its governance
were
raised with Overall
the Reviewer
by pension
andsince
governance
experts.was devolved to
plan members in 2006, although it has faced a number of challenges arising from
Phase 4: From October 2012 to January 2013 - the final phase of the review
economic instability in the years following the 2008 financial crisis.
- centred on the preparation of this report. Consistent with the philosophy
of
encouraging
home-grown
efforts
to address any
governance
issues
Like
any other large
and complex
organization
OMERS
can always
findarising
ways to do
from
review,
the that
Review
met
worked
the chairsidentify
of the AC
betterthe
and
I believe
thisTeam
review
hasand
helped
thewith
organization
some of
and
SCopportunities.
boards to discuss
to that
somethese
of the
challenges
in the
those
It isapproaches
my firm view
areevident
opportunities
which
must
organization.
be quickly and fully seized if the plan is to continue to thrive and serve the best
interests of both active and retired plan members.

Progress Made in Internal Discussions

I am pleased to note that the Sponsors Corporation (SC) and Administration
Despite some pre-existing tensions in their relationship, board representatives
Corporation (AC) at OMERS have sufficient authority to implement all of the
worked hard in this process, taking a problem-solving approach in the discussions
recommendations in the report, and indeed have already endorsed many of
and looking for opportunities for greater cooperation and collaboration. It is a
them. For this reason, all of the recommendations are inwardly focused towards
testament to these efforts that the boards subsequently endorsed many of the
the owners and operators of the pension plan. I feel confident that responsibility
recommendations arising from those discussions.
for moving forward and making the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
In
terms
of aligning roles and responsibilities, significant progress was made in
with
its owners.
developing protocols for improved communication and collaboration on major
I wantsuch
to commend
theplan
SC and
AC and
respective
boardand
chairs,
Marianne
issues
as growth,
changes
andtheir
actuarial
valuations
assumptions.
Lovehad
andbeen
BrianaO’Keefe
(SC)irritant
and Rick
Miller the
(AC),boards
together
Richard Faber
This
significant
between
for awith
considerable
time.(AC
Joint Council Sub‐Committee chair), all board members and executive teams for
On the issue of board representation, progress was also made on obvious
their participation, cooperation and hard work in the course of this review.
opportunities for improved communications, outreach and engagement with
stakeholders, smaller unions and unaffiliated groups.
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In the third area, dealing with the capacity of the AC board, progress was more
Introduction

difficult. There was broad acknowledgement both internally and external to the
In
May of 2012
I was
as Reviewer
to the
Ontario
Municipal
organization
that
theappointed
AC board would
benefitpursuant
from having
higher
capacity
and
Employees
Retirement
Review
2006,
to conducttoathe
review
of theOn the
the AC itself
supportedSystem
this in its
own Act
written
submission
Reviewer.
operation
the or
devolved
OMERSwere
governance
established
by consider
statute in
other handofone
two sponsors
cautiousstructure
about losing
what they
2006.
to be an important sponsor-related representational presence on that board. The
in this
report
forand
improved
capacity
on theand
AC board
Itrecommendations
has been a privilege
to lead
thiscalling
review
to develop
this report
respect that concern. They also acknowledge the current right of the SC board to
recommendations.
make appointments to the AC board on the recommendation of sponsors.
OMERS
is a large
andboth
well‐known
pension endorsed
plan both the
in Canada
and proposal that a
On a related
matter,
boards strongly
Reviewer’s
internationally.
Overall
it has
done very well
since
was devolved to
strong, independent
chair
be appointed
to lead
theitsACgovernance
board.
plan members in 2006, although it has faced a number of challenges arising from
Recommendations
economic
instability in the years following the 2008 financial crisis.
Detailed
recommendations
are provided
in theOMERS
body ofcan
thealways
report.find ways to do
Like
any other
large and complex
organization
better
andprocess
I believeinvolved
that thisinreview
has helped
identify
Given the
this review,
there the
will organization
be no surprises
in thesome of
those
opportunities.forItthe
is my
firm of
view
that these
opportunities which
recommendations
boards
OMERS.
Someare
recommendations
havemust
been
be
quickly
and fully
seized
if the plan isoftothe
continue
thrive
and
serve
the best
crafted
together
with
representatives
boardsto
and
many
have
already
been
interests
andatretired
plan
members.
endorsedofbyboth
bothactive
boards,
the very
least
at the level of principle.
are a small
number
of manageable
recommendations.
There is no reason
IThere
am pleased
to note
that the
Sponsors Corporation
(SC) and Administration
why implementation
shouldhave
not commence
on all of to
them
in short all
order.
Corporation
(AC) at OMERS
sufficient authority
implement
of the
recommendations
in thefocuses
report, on
andimplementation
indeed have already
many of and
Recommendation eight
of theendorsed
recommendations
is based
best
practices
in other large and
them.
Foron
this
reason,
all ofobserved
the recommendations
are complex
inwardly organizations.
focused towards
Theowners
adoption
ofoperators
this recommendation
is as
important
as those that
dealing
with the
the
and
of the pension
plan.
I feel confident
responsibility
substance
the review.
for
moving of
forward
and making the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
with its owners.
I want to commend the SC and AC and their respective board chairs, Marianne
Love and Brian O’Keefe (SC) and Rick Miller (AC), together with Richard Faber (AC
Joint Council Sub‐Committee chair), all board members and executive teams for
their participation, cooperation and hard work in the course of this review.
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Introduction
Reviewer’s
Report - Ontario Municipal
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
Employees
Retirement System
Employees Retirement System Review Act 2006, to conduct a review of the
operation of the devolved
OMERS governanceReview
structure established
by statute in
(OMERS)
Governance
2012
2006.

A
Brief
ofthis
the
Ontario
Municipal
Employees
It has
beenDescription
a privilege to lead
review
and to develop
this report
and
Retirement
System (OMERS)
recommendations.
OMERS
established
in 1962 topension
serve local
employees
OMERS was
is a large
and well‐known
plangovernment
both in Canada
and across
Ontario.
Under the
current
legislation,
it holds
a monopoly
on pension
internationally.
Overall
it has
done very
well since
its governance
was products
devolved to
for
Ontario’s
municipalities.
The plan
represents
947 employers
and almost
plan
members
in 2006, although
it has
faced a number
of challenges
arising from
420,000
members,
and survivors.
are not
the only
economic
instabilityretirees
in the years
followingMunicipalities
the 2008 financial
crisis.
employers in the plan, which covers a wide range of municipal sectors from
Like any
other(non-teaching
large and complex
OMERS
can always
find ways
to do
school
boards
staff),organization
police and fire,
children’s
aid societies,
transit
better and and
I believe
this review has helped the organization identify some of
authorities
hydrothat
workers.
those opportunities. It is my firm view that these are opportunities which must
As of December 31, 2011, OMERS held $55 billion in net assets. It is a significant
be quickly and fully seized if the plan is to continue to thrive and serve the best
domestic and international investor with substantial holdings in stocks, bonds, real
interests of both active and retired plan members.
estate, infrastructure and private equities.
I am pleased to note that the Sponsors Corporation (SC) and Administration
Corporation (AC) at OMERS have sufficient authority to implement all of the
History
recommendations in the report, and indeed have already endorsed many of
them. For this Structure
reason, all of
the recommendations
are 2006
inwardly focused towards
Governance
Prior
to the OMERS Act,
the owners and operators of the pension plan. I feel confident that responsibility
Prior to the proclamation of the Ontario Municipal Employees Retirement System
for moving forward and making the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
Act, 2006 (OMERS Act), the OMERS board existed as a fiduciary board with
with its owners.
membership consisting of representatives of employer and employee groups.
Employer
and employee
groups
provided
recommendations
the Ontario
I want to commend
the SC
and AC
and their
respective boardtochairs,
Marianne
Cabinet
appointments
with
Cabinet
having
a final
say onwith
those
representatives.
Love andonBrian
O’Keefe (SC)
and
Rick Miller
(AC),
together
Richard
Faber (AC
Joint
Council
chair),ofallthe
board
members
executive
for
In
addition
to Sub‐Committee
appointing members
OMERS
board,and
Cabinet
madeteams
decisions
their
participation,
andchanges
hard work
the course of
this decisions
review.
on
“political”
issuescooperation
such as benefit
andincontribution
rates,
which are typically made by pension plan sponsors. Cabinet played the role of
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sponsor even though the Province did not have employees in the plan and did
Introduction

not pay contributions directly into the plan as an employer (although they did
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
so indirectly for some employers like school boards and children’s aid societies).
Employees
Review Act 2006,
conduct
a review
the that
Cabinet wasRetirement
viewed by System
many stakeholders
as thetobody
that could
bestofensure
operation
of the
devolved
OMERS
structure
established
by statute
the interests
of the
wide variety
of governance
employers and
employees
in the OMERS
planin
2006.
could be considered. It also removed pensions from local collective bargaining and
was
a meanstooflead
controlling
benefit
It
hasviewed
been aasprivilege
this review
and costs.
to develop this report and
recommendations.
The OMERS board had a long history of making recommendations on sponsor
issues and Cabinet would often make decisions that were in line with those
OMERS is a large and well‐known pension plan both in Canada and
recommendations. One concern that did emerge was the appropriateness of a
internationally. Overall it has done very well since its governance was devolved to
fiduciary body advocating for these types of changes. At the very least, there was
plan members in 2006, although it has faced a number of challenges arising from
a perception that the board was spending too much time considering sponsor
economic instability in the years following the 2008 financial crisis.
issues as opposed to fiduciary issues.
Like any other large and complex organization OMERS can always find ways to do
Discussions on Governance Reform
better and I believe that this review has helped the organization identify some of
Discussions
on governance
reform
in the
OMERS
began in 1986,which
following
those
opportunities.
It is my
firm view
that
theseplan
are opportunities
musta
major
review
all Ontario
Interest intothe
issue
began
grow
in
be
quickly
andoffully
seized ifpension
the planplans.
is to continue
thrive
and
servetothe
best
the 1990sofwhen
such asplan
the Ontario
Teachers’ Pension Plan (OTPP),
interests
bothother
activeplans
and retired
members.
the OPSEU Pension Trust and the Healthcare of Ontario Pension Plan (HOOPP)
Iwere
am pleased
note thatofthe
Sponsorsby
Corporation
(SC) and Administration
grantedto
a measure
autonomy
the province.
Corporation (AC) at OMERS have sufficient authority to implement all of the
In 1995, OMERS surveyed its membership and found support for governance
recommendations in the report, and indeed have already endorsed many of
reform and stakeholder consultations on autonomy began two years later.
them. For this reason, all of the recommendations are inwardly focused towards
In 2000,
Tony
Clement,
theof
Minister
of Municipal
Affairs
and Housing
at the
the
owners
and
operators
the pension
plan. I feel
confident
that responsibility
time,
wroteforward
to the OMERS
boardthe
chair
to stronger
ask it to make
recommendations
to be –
for
moving
and making
plan
lies exactly
where it should
government
on an appropriate governance model.
with
its owners.
A report was forthcoming in 2002 but devolution did not occur within the
I want to commend the SC and AC and their respective board chairs, Marianne
mandate of the Conservative government. This may have been as a result of
Love and Brian O’Keefe (SC) and Rick Miller (AC), together with Richard Faber (AC
significant governance issues which were left unresolved by the report including
Joint Council Sub‐Committee chair), all board members and executive teams for
a means of accommodating police/fire employees’ interest in enhanced benefit
their participation, cooperation and hard work in the course of this review.
levels, options for dispute resolution for decisions of a prospective new sponsor
body and funding of that body.
12
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Premier
McGuinty, when Leader of the Opposition, made a campaign
Introduction
commitment to a governance model in October 2002 that would devolve sponsor
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
decisions by Cabinet to representatives of employers and employee groups and
Employees
Retirement
System Review
Actplans
2006,for
tothe
conduct
review
the The
would
also provide
supplemental
benefit
policeaand
fire of
sectors.
operation
theviewed
devolved
OMERS
governance
established
by statute in
OMERS
Actofwas
by the
government
as astructure
fulfillment
of that commitment.
2006.

Components
of the to
OMERS
Act,
2006
It has been a privilege
lead this
review
and to develop this report and
recommendations.
The
OMERS Act provided for the creation of a new sponsors body called the
OMERS Sponsors Corporation (SC) which was to assume responsibility for
OMERS is a large and well‐known pension plan both in Canada and
decisions previously made by Cabinet. The government sought a plan governed by
internationally. Overall it has done very well since its governance was devolved to
those “who pay into and benefit from it”.
plan members in 2006, although it has faced a number of challenges arising from
The
OMERSinstability
board was
as the OMERS
Administration
Corporation (AC)
economic
in continued
the years following
the 2008
financial crisis.
and maintained its corporate structure as a means of providing for an orderly
Like any other
large
and that
complex
organization
OMERS
always
find ways to do
transition
and to
ensure
“pensions
continued
to becan
paid”
and “investments
better andto
I believe
that this review has helped the organization identify some of
continued
be made”.
those opportunities. It is my firm view that these are opportunities which must
Both
OMERS
corporations
natural
powers
fulfill
be quickly
and
fully seized were
if theprovided
plan is towith
continue
to person
thrive and
servetothe
best
their
respective
interests
of bothlegislative
active androles.
retired plan members.

The AC was mandated to create and register a supplemental benefit plan for the
I am pleased to note that the Sponsors Corporation (SC) and Administration
police, fire and paramedics sectors. Provincial funding was provided to the AC for
Corporation (AC) at OMERS have sufficient authority to implement all of the
this task as the costs associated with setting up and registering the supplemental
recommendations in the report, and indeed have already endorsed many of
plan could not legally be recovered through the main plan. The legislation
them. For this reason, all of the recommendations are inwardly focused towards
specifically prevented the supplemental plans from being subsidized in any way by
the owners and operators of the pension plan. I feel confident that responsibility
the main OMERS plan including “rebound costs” which can generally be described
for moving forward and making the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
as costs incurred by the main plan as a result of changing actuarial assumptions
with its owners.
due to the presence of a supplemental plan.
I want towas
commend
the SC to
and
ACSCand
respective
chairs,
Marianne
Funding
also provided
the
fortheir
its start-up
costsboard
and the
Province
hired
Love
and
Brian
O’Keefe
(SC)
and
Rick
Miller
(AC),
together
with
Richard
Faber
a facilitator to work with the new SC board to put in place its initial by-laws and(AC
Joint Council
Sub‐Committee
chair),
all board
members and executive teams for
establish
a working
relationship
between
the participants.
their participation, cooperation and hard work in the course of this review.
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Other key features of the legislation included:
Introduction
• The
continuation
of the main
plan as apursuant
defined benefit
plan; Municipal
In May
of 2012
I was appointed
as Reviewer
to the Ontario
• Parameters
designed
to safeguard
fiscal sustainability;
Employees
Retirement
System
Review Actemployer
2006, to conduct
a review of the
• OMERS
would
continue
as exclusive
provider
of pension
products
for the in
operation
of the
devolved
OMERS
governance
structure
established
by statute
2006. municipal sector;
• A means for the SC to collect a fee from employers and employees to pay
It has been
privilege
lead this
review
and to develop
thismain
report
and
for itsacosts
thatto
cannot
legally
be recovered
from the
plan;
recommendations.
• Components of a mediation/arbitration process that would later be
replaced by by-laws passed by the SC board; and,
OMERS is a large and well‐known pension plan both in Canada and
• SC and AC board composition and appointment processes that would later
internationally. Overall it has done very well since its governance was devolved to
be replaced by board by-laws.
plan members in 2006, although it has faced a number of challenges arising from
In order toinstability
ensure that
a wide
range
of stakeholders
providedcrisis.
input into the
economic
in the
years
following
the 2008 financial
proposed Act, it was referred to committee after both 1st and 2nd reading.
Like any other large and complex organization OMERS can always find ways to do
The OMERS
Review
2009
Consultation
better
and I believe
thatAct,
this2006
reviewand
has the
helped
theStakeholder
organization identify
some of
those
opportunities.
It is my
firm view
thathow
these
are
opportunities
In response
to stakeholder
concerns
about
the
new
governancewhich
modelmust
would
be
quickly
and
fully
seized
if
the
plan
is
to
continue
to
thrive
and
serve
the
best
function, the Ontario Municipal Employees Retirement System Review Act, 2006
interests
of both
active
and retired
plan members.
(the Review
Act) was
passed
at the same
time as the OMERS Act. The Review Act
for theto
Minister
of Municipal
Affairs
and Housing
conduct
stakeholder
Icalled
am pleased
note that
the Sponsors
Corporation
(SC)to
and
Administration
consultation as soon as possible after the earlier of the date of the first triennial
Corporation (AC) at OMERS have sufficient authority to implement all of the
valuation of the plan or 2009. The triennial valuation was filed in late August 2008
recommendations in the report, and indeed have already endorsed many of
and the consultation took place in early 2009.
them. For this reason, all of the recommendations are inwardly focused towards
Fourteen
submissions
wereofmade
to the Minister
during
this consultation.
the
owners
and operators
the pension
plan. I feel
confident
that responsibility
Themoving
issues that
wereand
raised
ranged
overalllies
performance
of the
two be –
for
forward
making
thefrom
plan the
stronger
exactly where
it should
corporations,
AC board member qualifications, representation on boards and
with
its owners.
procedural issues. Generally speaking however, stakeholders felt that no legislative
Ichanges
want towere
commend
theasSC
and
ACcorporations
and their respective
Marianne
needed
the
two
had had board
limitedchairs,
experience
in
Love
and Brian
O’Keefe (SC) and Rick Miller (AC), together with Richard Faber (AC
governing
the plan.
Joint Council Sub‐Committee chair), all board members and executive teams for
Stakeholders anticipated that they would be providing more substantial comments
their participation, cooperation and hard work in the course of this review.
to the government through the larger review required under the Review Act which
concludes with the filing of this report and its recommendations.
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The
OMERS Success Story
Introduction
Despite
concerns
expressed
by some
stakeholders
in 2006
andOntario
duringMunicipal
the 2009
In May of
2012 I was
appointed
as Reviewer
pursuant
to the
consultation,
OMERS has
been Review
a success
both
in Canada
and internationally.
Employees Retirement
System
Actstory
2006,
to conduct
a review
of the
operation of the devolved OMERS governance structure established by statute in
OMERS is one of the largest pension plans in Canada, holding over $55 billion
2006.
in
net assets. It manages a diverse portfolio of stocks, bonds, real estate,
infrastructure
and private
equity
It isdevelop
a not only
large investment
It has been a privilege
to lead
thisinvestments.
review and to
thisareport
and
entity
in Canada but is also a significant investor internationally. Client service
recommendations.
surveys of employers and members indicate a high degree of satisfaction with
OMERS
is a large
and well‐known
both
in Canada
and among
the
pension
information
provided pension
to them.plan
There
is general
consensus
internationally.
it has
done to
very
well sinceare
its top
governance
washas
devolved
stakeholders
thatOverall
services
provided
pensioners
rate. There
been to
plan members
inrecognition
2006, although
it has
facedFinance
a number
of challenges
positive
external
as well.
World
magazine
named arising
OMERSfrom
the
economic
instability
in the
following
2008
crisis.
pension
fund
of the year
in years
Canada
in 2010,the
2011
andfinancial
2012 and
OMERS has been
recognized as one of Canada’s Top 50 employers for five consecutive years.
Like any other large and complex organization OMERS can always find ways to do
Members
the twothat
OMERS
to the
plan and
better andofI believe
this boards
review are
has obviously
helped thecommitted
organization
identify
somehave
of
dedicated
a significantItamount
of their
to ensure
forward momentum.
In the
those opportunities.
is my firm
view time
that these
are opportunities
which must
last
two months,
theseized
chairsifofthe
theplan
twoisboards
have worked
in tackling
be quickly
and fully
to continue
to thrivetogether
and serve
the best
some
long-standing
issues
haveplan
achieved
agreement in a number of areas.
interests
of both active
andand
retired
members.
This builds on earlier efforts on the part of the boards to establish mechanisms to
I am pleased
to note
that the Sponsors Corporation (SC) and Administration
promote
improved
collaboration.
Corporation (AC) at OMERS have sufficient authority to implement all of the
Both
corporations have
executives
who endorsed
are serving
the boards
recommendations
in theretained
report, top-flight
and indeed
have already
many
of
well
and
a great
of support in the
course
of this
review.
While
them.
Forwho
thisprovided
reason, all
of thedeal
recommendations
are
inwardly
focused
towards
OMERS
has been
a success of
story,
review
hasI feel
identified
some
internal
issues
the owners
and operators
the this
pension
plan.
confident
that
responsibility
with the governance structure of OMERS. These are fairly widely acknowledged
for moving forward and making the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
both inside and outside of the organization. It is important that these issues are
with its owners.
brought to the surface and it is vital for plan members that they be addressed.
I want to commend the SC and AC and their respective board chairs, Marianne
Love and Brian O’Keefe (SC) and Rick Miller (AC), together with Richard Faber (AC
Joint Council Sub‐Committee chair), all board members and executive teams for
their participation, cooperation and hard work in the course of this review.
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Introduction
The Review
In
May of 2012
I wasReview
appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
Approach
to the
Employees Retirement System Review Act 2006, to conduct a review of the
The following
principles
were
adopted
for the review
andestablished
were communicated
operation
of the
devolved
OMERS
governance
structure
by statute to
in
stakeholders
from
the
outset:
2006.

Openness 		
Anyone wanting to participate/contribute to the review should
It has been a privilege to lead this review and to develop this report and
			
be given the opportunity to do so.
recommendations.
Transparency
Information about the review should be shared with
OMERS is a large and well‐known pension plan both in Canada and
			
stakeholders to the fullest extent appropriate.
internationally. Overall it has done very well since its governance was devolved to
Timeliness		
The review
should
conducted
in as
andarising
timelyfrom
a
plan
members in 2006,
although
it hasbe
faced
a number
ofefficient
challenges
			
as possible.
economic
instabilitymanner
in the years
following the 2008 financial crisis.
Scope
		
should
adhere toOMERS
the issues
outfind
in the
Like
any
other largeThe
andreview
complex
organization
can laid
always
ways to do
			
better
and I believelegislation.
that this review has helped the organization identify some of
those
opportunities.
is myand
firmissues
view surfaced,
that thesethe
arefollowing
opportunities
which
must
As stakeholders
were Itheard
principles
stood
be
and fully seized
if the
plan is to
to thinking
thrive and
the Review
best
outquickly
to the Reviewer
as being
important
in continue
guiding the
of serve
both the
interests
both active and retired plan members.
Team andofstakeholders:
I am• pleased
to note that
(SC)
andisAdministration
The overriding
focusthe
of Sponsors
the reviewCorporation
must be on
what
best for plan
members;
Corporation
(AC) at OMERS have sufficient authority to implement all of the
• Foundationalinprinciples
of and
goodindeed
governance
apply toendorsed
all pension
plans
recommendations
the report,
have already
many
of
exception;
them. without
For this reason,
all of the recommendations are inwardly focused towards
In Jointly
Pension
Plans (JSPPs),
theconfident
culture ofthat
collective
the•owners
and Sponsored
operators of
the pension
plan. I feel
responsibility
bargaining
andand
themaking
legal requirements
for fiduciary
responsibility
are each
for moving
forward
the plan stronger
lies exactly
where it should
be –
of the operating context but for all of the parties there is a clear line
with itspart
owners.
between these two worlds that must be respected;
I want
to commend
the contemplates
SC and AC andthe
their
respective
board chairs,
Marianne
• While
the review
possibility
of legislative
changes
to
Love and
Brian
O’Keefe
(SC)
and
Rick
Miller
(AC),
together
with
Richard
Faber
(AC
accomplish necessary improvements, the best solutions will be consensual
Joint Council
Sub‐Committee
chair), all
membersInand
teams for
ones arrived
at by the owners
andboard
stakeholders.
thisexecutive
sense, imposed
their participation,
hard
work
the coursenecessary;
of this review.
solutions arecooperation
undesirable,and
unless
they
areinabsolutely
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• The Corporations can use their existing authorities to address these issues
Introduction

without opening up the legislation; and,
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
• The reputation of OMERS is critical. That is, how it is viewed by plan
Employees Retirement System Review Act 2006, to conduct a review of the
members, sponsors, the investment community and competitors.
operation of the devolved OMERS governance structure established by statute in
Four
2006.Phases of the Review
Phase
One (mid-May
It has been
a privilegetotolate-June
lead this2012)
review and to develop this report and
recommendations.
The
initial phase was geared towards founding a small technical team and
preparing for stakeholder consultations. The Ministry of Municipal Affairs and
OMERS is a large and well‐known pension plan both in Canada and
Housing provided a lean and flexible team of support staff and we started by
internationally. Overall it has done very well since its governance was devolved to
familiarizing ourselves with the history of OMERS, with a particular emphasis
plan members in 2006, although it has faced a number of challenges arising from
on the governance model that was created in 2006. A consultation paper was
economic instability in the years following the 2008 financial crisis.
prepared with pointed questions – driven by the legislated mandate – that were
expected
to be large
of interest
to stakeholders.
In addition,
was
Like any other
and complex
organization
OMERS the
can review
alwayswebsite
find ways
to do
launched
an introductory
message
thethe
Reviewer
to stakeholders,
the of
better andwith
I believe
that this review
hasfrom
helped
organization
identify some
consultation
paper and
Reviewer’s
of Reference
document.which
The website
those opportunities.
It the
is my
firm viewTerms
that these
are opportunities
must
was
used throughout
the review
to keep
its progress.
be quickly
and fully seized
if the plan
is tostakeholders
continue to informed
thrive andofserve
the best
interests
of(late-June
both active
retired plan members.
Phase
Two
to and
early-September
2012)
I aminitial
pleased
to note that
the of
Sponsors
Corporation
and Administration
The
consultation
phase
the review
consisted(SC)
of face-to-face
meetings
Corporation
(AC) at OMERSreceiving
have sufficient
authority to
of the
with
OMERS stakeholders,
online responses
to implement
questions inallthe
recommendations
the
report, and
indeed
have already
consultation
paper in
and
accepting
written
submissions.
Thisendorsed
was verymany
muchof
the
them. Forphase
this reason,
all of the
are inwardly
listening
of the review.
Therecommendations
majority of meetings
were heldfocused
on the towards
2nd floor
the777
owners
and operators
of By
theSeptember
pension plan.
I feel– confident
thatfor
responsibility
of
Bay Street
in Toronto.
4, 2012
the deadline
submissions
forward
and making
the planand
stronger
lies28
exactly
where
it should be –
–for
wemoving
had held
26 stakeholder
meetings
received
written
submissions.
The
withinformation
its owners. provided during the meetings and submissions was substantial
and well thought out. It clearly showed the commitment and concern that all
I want to commend the SC and AC and their respective board chairs, Marianne
stakeholders feel towards the OMERS plan and they should be commended for
Love and Brian O’Keefe (SC) and Rick Miller (AC), together with Richard Faber (AC
their contributions to the process.
Joint Council Sub‐Committee chair), all board members and executive teams for
their participation, cooperation and hard work in the course of this review.
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Phase Three (September 2012)
Introduction
AsMay
the first
round
of consultations
to anpursuant
end, we to
turned
our attention
to
In
of 2012
I was
appointed as came
Reviewer
the Ontario
Municipal
analysing what
we had System
heard and
howAct
the2006,
governance
of OMERS
compared
Employees
Retirement
Review
to conduct
a review
of the to
that of other
large
pensionOMERS
plans. Soon
after this
analysisestablished
got underway,
it became
operation
of the
devolved
governance
structure
by statute
in
apparent
that
the
majority
of
the
topics
raised
could
be
organized
into
three
main
2006.
themes:
It has been a privilege to lead this review and to develop this report and
1. The need for aligned, efficient and transparent decision-making processes
recommendations.
with clear accountability structures;
OMERS
is a large
well‐knownon
pension
plan both
2. Fairness
in and
representation
both boards;
and,in Canada and
internationally.
Overall
it has
done
very well
since
its governance
was devolved to
3. The presence
of high
level
expertise
and
capacity
on the administration
plan members
board. in 2006, although it has faced a number of challenges arising from
economic instability in the years following the 2008 financial crisis.
Not surprisingly, these themes were also high on the list of topics discussed in
the literature
pension
governance.
The themes
are returned
to find
laterways
on intothis
Like
any otheron
large
and complex
organization
OMERS
can always
do
report.and I believe that this review has helped the organization identify some of
better
those
opportunities.
It isthe
my Reviewer
firm viewaddressed
that theseboth
are opportunities
which must
On September
27, 2012,
OMERS corporations’
be
quickly
and fullythem
seized
if the
plan is to
thrive
and during
serve the
boards
to provide
with
an update
oncontinue
what hadtobeen
heard
thebest
interests
of both
active
plan members.
consultation
period.
On and
the retired
recommendation
of the Reviewer the boards agreed

a series
of to
meetings
in October
and November
involving
Review Team
Itoam
pleased
note that
the Sponsors
Corporation
(SC) andthe
Administration
and the chairs of the SC and AC. The meetings focused on the three themes
Corporation (AC) at OMERS have sufficient authority to implement all of the
mentioned above.
recommendations in the report, and indeed have already endorsed many of
them.
reason,2012
all oftothe
recommendations
are inwardly focused towards
Phase For
Fourthis
(October
January
2013)
the owners and operators of the pension plan. I feel confident that responsibility
The last phase of the review centred on the preparation of this report. We met
for moving forward and making the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
with the chairs of the AC and SC boards to discuss their ongoing work to improve
with its owners.
decision-making processes and the flow of information within OMERS. The output
these
wasSC
reported
a joint
of board
the ACchairs,
and SCMarianne
boards on
Iofwant
todiscussions
commend the
and AC to
and
their meeting
respective
December
13, 2012.
As we
the boards
subsequently
endorsed
many
Love
and Brian
O’Keefe
(SC)note
and below,
Rick Miller
(AC), together
with Richard
Faber
(AC
of theCouncil
recommendations
arising
fromallthose
Joint
Sub‐Committee
chair),
boarddiscussions.
members and executive teams for
their
cooperation
and hard
work with
in theseveral
coursemajor
of thisstakeholders
review.
Prior participation,
to finalizing the
report we also
met again
to
outline our findings and the overall direction of the report.
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Focus
of the Review
Introduction
Since
a statutoryas
requirement,
we turned
to the
legislation
to
In Maythe
of review
2012 I was appointed
Reviewer pursuant
to the
Ontario
Municipal
help
defineRetirement
the parameters
of our
work.
Review
Act states
that the
review
Employees
System
Review
ActThe
2006,
to conduct
a review
of the
shall
be based
ondevolved
the actualOMERS
governance
and administration
of OMERS
thein
operation
of the
governance
structure established
bysince
statute
proclamation
of the OMERS Act. It also outlines the aspects of OMERS governance
2006.
and administration to be examined though the review and those not to be
It has been a privilege to lead this review and to develop this report and
addressed.
recommendations.
In particular, the focus of the review was on:
OMERS is a large and well‐known pension plan both in Canada and
• How the model is representing the interests of OMERS employers, members
internationally. Overall it has done very well since its governance was devolved to
and retirees;
plan members in 2006, although it has faced a number of challenges arising from
• How efficiently the OMERS corporations and plans operate under the
economic instability in the years following the 2008 financial crisis.
governance model;
How
thelarge
governance
modelorganization
ensures accountability
employers,
members
Like• any
other
and complex
OMERS cantoalways
find ways
to do
betterand
andretirees;
I believeand,
that this review has helped the organization identify some of
• opportunities.
The effectiveness
thefirm
governance
the overall
fairness
those
It isofmy
view thatmodel
these in
areensuring
opportunities
which
must
and financial
OMERS
in particular,
in ensuring
that
there
be quickly
and fully stability
seized ifof
the
plan isand,
to continue
to thrive
and serve
the
bestis
no of
subsidy
of a supplemental
planmembers.
by the primary pension plan.
interests
both active
and retired plan
It
waspleased
also stated
from
thethe
outset
that the
review would
not address:
I am
to note
that
Sponsors
Corporation
(SC) and
Administration
Corporation
(AC) atprinciple
OMERS of
have
sufficient
authority tofor
implement
all of the
• The general
devolving
responsibility
the governance
of the
recommendations
in the
report,
and indeed
have
endorsed
of or
OMERS pension
plans
to those
who pay
intoalready
and benefit
from many
the plan;
them.
For this
reason,
all of the
recommendations
arethe
inwardly
• The
decision
to create
a supplemental
plan for
police, focused
fire and towards
the owners
and operators
paramedics
sectors. of the pension plan. I feel confident that responsibility
for moving forward and making the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
Responses
to Questions for Consideration
with its owners.
To help guide conversations with stakeholders, a series of questions was compiled
I want to commend the SC and AC and their respective board chairs, Marianne
based on the main areas of focus for the review. The questions were included
Love and Brian O’Keefe (SC) and Rick Miller (AC), together with Richard Faber (AC
in the Consultation Framework, which was posted on the review website on
Joint Council Sub‐Committee chair), all board members and executive teams for
June 7, 2012, and were intended to encourage stakeholders to reflect on their
their participation, cooperation and hard work in the course of this review.
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experiences with the OMERS governance model since 2006. We emphasized that
Introduction

these questions would not apply to all stakeholders equally and that stakeholders
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
could raise other issues within the focus of the review.
Employees Retirement System Review Act 2006, to conduct a review of the
We will now
those questions
and the comments
we received
in
operation
of revisit
the devolved
OMERS governance
structurethat
established
by statute
in
relation
to
those
questions.
2006.
It
has been a privilege
to lead this review and to develop this report and
Stakeholder
Interests
recommendations.
1. Are the interests of employers, members and retirees fairly represented in
OMERS
is a large
and
plan both
Canada and
decisions
made
bywell‐known
the OMERS pension
Administration
andinSponsors
Corporation
boards?
internationally.
Overall it has done very well since its governance was devolved to
plan members in 2006, although it has faced a number of challenges arising from
No examples were provided during the review of specific decisions made by
economic instability in the years following the 2008 financial crisis.
either board that were deemed to be unfair to particular employers, members
and retirees.
makers
on both
boards need
to be
Like
any otherDecision
large and
complex
organization
OMERS
canmindful
alwayshowever
find waysofto do
the differences
in cost
pressures
experienced
bythe
different
sector employers
thatof
better
and I believe
that
this review
has helped
organization
identify some
participate
in the plan.It is my firm view that these are opportunities which must
those
opportunities.
be
and fully
seized
if the plan is that
to continue
to thrive hold
and serve
Thisquickly
is especially
true
for organizations
do not currently
a seatthe
on best
one or
interests
of OMERS
both active
and retired
plan ismembers.
both of the
corporations.
There
a concern raised by these organizations

that decisions may not take into consideration their viewpoints. Fairness in
I am pleased to note that the Sponsors Corporation (SC) and Administration
representation on both boards is discussed more broadly later in the report.
Corporation (AC) at OMERS have sufficient authority to implement all of the
recommendations
in the
report,
and Administration
indeed have already
endorsedCorporation
many of
2. Are methods used
by the
OMERS
and Sponsors
boards
to solicit
theall
input
of recommendations
stakeholders sufficient?
them.
For this
reason,
of the
are inwardly focused towards
the owners and operators of the pension plan. I feel confident that responsibility
Some groups expressed displeasure with the extent to which the boards seek
for moving forward and making the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
and include stakeholder input. The main issue is that information is provided
with
its owners.meetings once in the spring and once in the fall but that there is
at stakeholder
forthe
input
as the stakeholder
are
Ilittle
wantopportunity
to commend
SC into
and decision-making
AC and their respective
board chairs,meetings
Marianne
primarily
used as
an opportunity
to report
decisions
that
have already
Love
and Brian
O’Keefe
(SC) and Rick
Millerback
(AC),on
together
with
Richard
Faber (AC
been Council
made. Suggestions
for improving
contributions
in board
Joint
Sub‐Committee
chair), all stakeholder
board members
and executive
teams for
discussions
includedcooperation
an easily accessible
submission
andreview.
open SC
their
participation,
and hardonline
work in
the courseform
of this
meetings.
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Additionally,
we heard concerns from stakeholders who feel disenfranchised and
Introduction
would like to be directly represented on the boards. On the other side, we heard
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
compelling arguments in terms of the practicality in achieving this representation.
Employees Retirement System Review Act 2006, to conduct a review of the
This is discussed more broadly later in the report.
operation of the devolved OMERS governance structure established by statute in
3.
Is the current composition of both corporations’ boards fair in representing
2006.
employers, members and retirees in the OMERS plans?
It has been a privilege to lead this review and to develop this report and
Arecommendations.
number of concerns were raised around the degree to which the current
composition of the two boards represents all members and retiree interests. In
OMERS is awe
large
andthat
well‐known
pension plan both in Canada
and
particular,
heard
the non-unionized/management
group,
smaller unions
internationally.
it has done very
since its governance
devolved to
and
retirees feel Overall
either unrepresented
orwell
underrepresented
on thewas
boards.
plan members in 2006, although it has faced a number of challenges arising from
4. Is the process for choosing new members of both corporations’ boards fair in
economic instability in the years following the 2008 financial crisis.
representing employers, members and retirees in the OMERS plans?
Like any other large and complex organization OMERS can always find ways to do
The SC has adopted by-law #4 and by-law #13 which outline the rules and
better and I believe that this review has helped the organization identify some of
conditions on representation on the SC and AC boards, respectively. Generally
those opportunities.
is my firm
view
that these
are suggest
opportunities
which must
speaking,
the by-laws It
operate
under
principles
which
that representation
quickly and
fully
if the amongst
plan is toother
continue
to thrive and
serve
isbeachieved
based
onseized
headcount
considerations
(such
as the
the best
interests of both
and
retired plan members.
representation
of active
specific
sectors).
I am pleased
to note
that the Sponsors
Corporation
(SC)are
and
Administration
Groups
that are
unrepresented
on the boards
and who
unable
to achieve a
Corporation
(AC)
at OMERS
have sufficient
to#4
implement
all ofexpressed
the
board
position
under
the processes
outlinedauthority
in by-laws
and #13 have
recommendations
in the
report,
indeed
already
of
concern
about having
their
voice and
heard
whenhave
decisions
areendorsed
made by many
the two
them. For thisboards.
reason,There
all of was
the recommendations
inwardlybyfocused
towards
corporations’
also some concernare
expressed
some retiree
the owners and
operators
of theadopted
pension for
plan.
I feel confident
that responsibility
organizations
about
the method
choosing
their representatives
on the
for moving
forward
and making
the
plan stronger
lies report.
exactly where it should be –
boards.
These
are discussed
more
broadly
later in the
with its owners.

Efficiency

I want to commend the SC and AC and their respective board chairs, Marianne
1.
Is the
governance
model
OMERS
conducive
efficient
governance?
Love
andcurrent
Brian O’Keefe
(SC) and
RickofMiller
(AC),
togethertowith
Richard
Faber (AC
Jointgeneral
Councilconsensus
Sub‐Committee
chair),
all board members
and
executivebodies
teams for
The
was that
the bicameral
model (two
governing
theirseparated
participation,
cooperation
and hard
work in the course
of this
with
sponsor
and fiduciary
responsibilities)
is desirable
forreview.
OMERS.

That being said, it was also acknowledged that there are a number of issues and
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tensions in the relationship between the boards. To a large extent these issues
Introduction

could be addressed through greater collaboration. This boils down to better and
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
more regularized communications and making a greater effort to involve each
Employees
Retirement
System
Review
Act
2006, to conduct
a review in
ofdetail
the
other in areas
of mutual
interest.
These
opportunities
are discussed
operation
of the devolved OMERS governance structure established by statute in
below.
2006.
2. Are there examples of efficient governance models in major public service
It has
been aplans
privilege
toCanada
lead this
review
and to develop
this report
and
pension
across
and
world-wide
which should
be compared
to the
recommendations.
current OMERS governance structure?
OMERS
is aHOOPP
large and
in Canada
and(CPPIB) were
The OTPP,
andwell‐known
the Canadapension
Pensionplan
Planboth
Investment
Board
internationally.
Overall
it has done
very well
sincein
itsour
governance
was
devolved
oft-cited examples
of efficient
governance
models
discussions
around
the to
plan
members
although
it has
number ofwere
challenges
from
capacity
of the in
AC2006,
board.
The OTPP
andfaced
CPPIBa examples
used toarising
support
the position
that an expert
boardfollowing
should bethe
appointed,
while crisis.
the HOOPP example
economic
instability
in the years
2008 financial
was used to support a representational model. These concepts and the overall
Like any other large and complex organization OMERS can always find ways to do
capacity of the AC board are discussed later in this report.
better and I believe that this review has helped the organization identify some of
3. Areopportunities.
there requirements
in firm
the OMERS
Act,
2006are
which
should be which
devolved
to
those
It is my
view that
these
opportunities
must
either the
or Sponsors
be quickly
andAdministration
fully seized if the
plan is toCorporation
continue to boards?
thrive and serve the best
interests
of both
activeconsiderable
and retired plan
members.
This question
received
attention
during the review and many

views
were
posited
on the optimal
allocation
of board
responsibilities.
Icompeting
am pleased
to note
that
the Sponsors
Corporation
(SC) and
Administration
As the consultation phase progressed, it became clear that opening the OMERS
Corporation (AC) at OMERS have sufficient authority to implement all of the
Act to change responsibilities was not necessary (or desirable) to achieve the vast
recommendations in the report, and indeed have already endorsed many of
majority of potential improvements to the OMERS governance structure. There is
them. For this reason, all of the recommendations are inwardly focused towards
really no need for the legislature to deal with these issues if a resolution between
the owners and operators of the pension plan. I feel confident that responsibility
the two boards achieves the same purpose.
for moving forward and making the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
4. Doitsthe
two OMERS corporate boards work efficiently and effectively with one
with
owners.
another?
I want to commend the SC and AC and their respective board chairs, Marianne
The working relationship between the OMERS boards was discussed extensively in
Love and Brian O’Keefe (SC) and Rick Miller (AC), together with Richard Faber (AC
our consultations. We heard that although there were some initial growing pains,
Joint Council Sub‐Committee chair), all board members and executive teams for
the relationship has evolved gradually since 2006. This evolution is evidenced by
their participation, cooperation and hard work in the course of this review.
joint signals of commitment to improving collaboration (the AC/SC Framework
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Agreement,
recently approved joint frameworks for growth, etc.). Nevertheless,
Introduction
some stakeholder groups expressed concerns over the working relationship, and
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
these appear to be justified. But both boards appear to be open to furthering
Employees Retirement
System
Review
Actlater
2006,
efficiencies.
We elaborate
on this
further
in to
theconduct
report. a review of the
operation of the devolved OMERS governance structure established by statute in
5.
Are decisions on the OMERS plans being made by the appropriate corporation’s
2006.
board?
It has been a privilege to lead this review and to develop this report and
The roles and responsibilities of the AC and SC boards was one of the main topics
recommendations.
discussed in consultations. To determine where appropriate authorities should
OMERS
a large
plan both
Canada
rest,
we is
turned
toand
the well‐known
OMERS Act.pension
The authorities
of in
each
boardand
are clearly set
internationally.
Overall
has appropriate
done very well
since its governance
was devolved
out
in the legislation
anditwith
communication
and collaboration,
theto
plan members
inboards
2006, although
it has faced
a number
of challenges
arising
from
interests
of both
can be addressed.
This
topic is further
discussed
below.
economic instability in the years following the 2008 financial crisis.

Accountability

Like any other large and complex organization OMERS can always find ways to do
1.
Doesand
theI governance
of OMERS
ensurethe
that
appropriateidentify
levels of
better
believe that model
this review
has helped
organization
some of
accountability
are upheld
stakeholders
members,
those
opportunities.
It is myfor
firmvarious
view that
these are(employers,
opportunities
which must
be retirees)?
quickly and fully seized if the plan is to continue to thrive and serve the best
interests
of both
active
and service
retired surveys
plan members.
As
mentioned
earlier,
client
of employers and members indicate a

high degree of satisfaction with the pension information that is communicated to
I am pleased to note that the Sponsors Corporation (SC) and Administration
them. There is general consensus among stakeholders that the service provided to
Corporation (AC) at OMERS have sufficient authority to implement all of the
pensioners is top rate.
recommendations in the report, and indeed have already endorsed many of
There
communications
challenges however
boardstowards
and
them. are
Forsome
this reason,
all of the recommendations
arebetween
inwardlythe
focused
stakeholder
groups.
An example
this is raised
on in the report.
the owners and
operators
of theof
pension
plan. Ilater
feel confident
that responsibility
for moving forward and making the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
2. Are the methods used by the OMERS Administration and Sponsors Corporation
with
its owners.
sufficient
in providing information on decisions?
I want
to earlier,
commend
thestakeholders
SC and AC and
respective
board
chairs, Marianne
As
stated
many
aretheir
not satisfied
with
the information
that
Love
and
Brian
O’Keefe
(SC)
and
Rick
Miller
(AC),
together
with
Richard
Faber
(AC
they receive on how decisions are reached on either board. While meetings with
Joint Council take
Sub‐Committee
chair), allbasis,
boardthere
members
and executive
for
stakeholders
place on a bi-annual
is a perception
that teams
these are
their participation, cooperation and hard work in the course of this review.
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often information sessions outlining where decisions have already been made
Introduction

and are inadequate in meeting the needs of stakeholders to weigh in on decisionIn May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
making.
Employees Retirement System Review Act 2006, to conduct a review of the
operation
of the devolved OMERS governance structure established by statute in
Decision-Making
2006.
1. How effective is the decision-making process for OMERS Sponsors Corporation
It has
been
a privilege to lead this review and to develop this report and
board
decisions?
recommendations.
The Association of Municipalities of Ontario (AMO) and the Canadian Union
OMERS
a large and(CUPE)
well‐known
pension
plan bothnumber
in Canada
and
of PublicisEmployees
represent
the greatest
of employers
and
employees in OMERS.
OMERS
Act this
recognized
internationally.
OverallUnder
it hasthe
done
very well
sincehad
its been
governance
was through
devolved to
provisions
that in
allow
foralthough
those two
organizations
to have
greater number
plan
members
2006,
it has
faced a number
ofachallenges
arisingoffrom
votes. Theinstability
Province opted
use following
weighted the
voting
rather
thancrisis.
expanding the size
economic
in the to
years
2008
financial
of the board which may have made it unwieldy. The practice of weighted voting
Like
any other large
organization
can always
find ways tothe
do
was continued
by theand
SC complex
in its by-law
#4. SomeOMERS
stakeholders
have questioned
better
and I believe
that this
review
hasSC’s
helped
thewhich
organization
identify
some of
continuation
of weighted
voting
in the
by-law
continues
the dominance
those
opportunities.
of CUPE
and AMO. It is my firm view that these are opportunities which must
be quickly and fully seized if the plan is to continue to thrive and serve the best
As mentioned
earlier,
members
themembers.
SC board need to consider the unique
interests
of both
activealland
retiredof
plan
challenges and cost pressures of different sectors represented in the plan when
Idecisions
am pleased
note that the Sponsors Corporation (SC) and Administration
are to
made.
Corporation (AC) at OMERS have sufficient authority to implement all of the
Given the weighted voting, it comes as no surprise that the representatives
recommendations in the report, and indeed have already endorsed many of
of those two organizations are the co-chairs of the SC board and have been
them. For this reason, all of the recommendations are inwardly focused towards
so since the SC was created in 2006. During the consultation, no stakeholder
the owners and operators of the pension plan. I feel confident that responsibility
suggested that meetings have not been well run and that the SC board has been
for moving forward and making the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
compromised in making decisions because of it. The SC has considered this issue
with its owners.
a few times with a number of changes which has resulted in the creation of a
for choosing
theAC
co-chairs.
in view
of theMarianne
fact that
Iregular
want toprocess
commend
the SC and
and theirNonetheless,
respective board
chairs,
this continues
be an issue
for many
stakeholders,
the SCwith
board
may want
to(AC
Love
and Brianto
O’Keefe
(SC) and
Rick Miller
(AC), together
Richard
Faber
consider
reviewing
this process
on a all
regular
to ensure
boardteams
members
Joint
Council
Sub‐Committee
chair),
boardbasis
members
and that
executive
for
their participation, cooperation and hard work in the course of this review.
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are
of the opinion that decisions are being made in an equitable way. This
Introduction
would include considering the possibility of rotating chair positions between the
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
organizations represented on the SC board.
Employees Retirement System Review Act 2006, to conduct a review of the
operation of
the devolved OMERS
structure established by statute in
Financial
Sustainability
of the governance
OMERS Plans
2006.
1. Has the current governance structure ensured the overall fairness and financial
It has
been of
a privilege
stability
OMERS?to lead this review and to develop this report and
recommendations.
Despite a commendable financial record and numerous awards, some
OMERS is a large
andthat
well‐known
pensionstructure
plan bothofinOMERS
Canadacould
and be enhanced
stakeholders
argued
the governance
to
ensure the long-term
of well
the plan.
wewas
heard
that to
internationally.
Overall itsustainability
has done very
sinceInitsparticular,
governance
devolved
it
wasmembers
paramount
for analthough
organization
$55a billion
inof
net
assets andarising
a global
plan
in 2006,
it haswith
faced
number
challenges
from
portfolio
have an AC
board
with
the highest
level and
mix of
expertise making
economictoinstability
in the
years
following
the 2008
financial
crisis.
and overseeing important financial decisions. These views were well supported
Like any other
and complex
organization
OMERS
canfield
always
find ways to do
throughout
thelarge
literature
on the subject
by experts
in the
of pension
better and I believe
that on
thisthis
review
has helped the organization identify some of
governance.
We expand
below.
those opportunities. It is my firm view that these are opportunities which must
2.
the OMERS
Act,seized
2006 ifflexible
enough
for investment
decisions
to be
be Is
quickly
and fully
the plan
is to continue
to thrive
and serve
themade
best
that result
in the
bestand
possible
for OMERS beneficiaries?
interests
of both
active
retiredreturns
plan members.
No examples were provided regarding restrictions in the OMERS Act that would
I am pleased to note that the Sponsors Corporation (SC) and Administration
impede investment decisions. Since 2006, both boards have made efforts to
Corporation (AC) at OMERS have sufficient authority to implement all of the
develop investment decision-making processes where there are areas of mutual
recommendations in the report, and indeed have already endorsed many of
interest. This has not always been optimal. However, the boards recognize that
them. For this reason, all of the recommendations are inwardly focused towards
growth, in a measured and disciplined manner, is an important component of
the owners and operators of the pension plan. I feel confident that responsibility
ensuring the long-term sustainability of the plan. In the course of this review the
for moving forward and making the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
boards discussed and approved joint principles and process frameworks for thirdwith its owners.
party capital and membership growth. We consider this to be a significant step in
the
right
I want
to direction.
commend the SC and AC and their respective board chairs, Marianne
Love and Brian O’Keefe (SC) and Rick Miller (AC), together with Richard Faber (AC
Joint Council Sub‐Committee chair), all board members and executive teams for
their participation, cooperation and hard work in the course of this review.
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Potential Subsidization of the Supplemental Plan for Police, Fire and
Introduction
Paramedics

In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
1. Does theRetirement
current governance
structure
ensuretothat
main aOMERS
funds
Employees
System Review
Act 2006,
conduct
reviewplan
of the
are notof
used
costs associated
with the supplemental
plan for the
police, fire
operation
thefor
devolved
OMERS governance
structure established
by statute
in
and paramedics sectors?
2006.

This
hardly, iftoever,
in consultations.
Subsidization
ofand
the
It
hasissue
beenwas
a privilege
leadraised
this review
and to develop
this report
supplemental plan for the fire, police and paramedics sectors by the main OMERS
recommendations.
plan is prevented by law and since this issue was not raised, we have concluded
OMERS
is aislarge
andconsensus
well‐known
pension
plan both
Canada
that there
a broad
that
subsidization
of in
this
sort is and
not taking place.
internationally. Overall it has done very well since its governance was devolved to
Three
Mainin 2006,
Themes
plan
members
although it has faced a number of challenges arising from
economic
instability
in the
years
theof2008
financial
crisis. relates
The focus of
this review
is on
thefollowing
governance
OMERS.
Governance
to the
process
of decision-making
and the processes
bycan
which
decisions
are to do
Like
any
other large
and complex organization
OMERS
always
find ways
implemented.
Goodthat
governance
is associated
with
success ofidentify
both countries
better
and I believe
this review
has helped
thethe
organization
some of
and organizations and it has been widely discussed in the context of pension plan
those opportunities. It is my firm view that these are opportunities which must
administration. There is an overwhelming consensus among experts that good
be quickly and fully seized if the plan is to continue to thrive and serve the best
governance is a foundational aspect of successful and resilient pension plans.
interests of both active and retired plan members.
Attention is particularly drawn to the following critical success factors:
I am pleased to note that the Sponsors Corporation (SC) and Administration
• There should be clarity and alignment of roles and responsibilities;
Corporation (AC) at OMERS have sufficient authority to implement all of the
• Sponsor and fiduciary functions should be administered by bodies that
recommendations in the report, and indeed have already endorsed many of
are independent of one another, but there must also be a common
them. For this reason, all of the recommendations are inwardly focused towards
understanding of key opportunities and challenges and the environment in
the owners
of the
pension plan.
whichand
theoperators
organization
is operating;
and,I feel confident that responsibility
for •moving
and making
the plan
lies exactly
it should be –
Goodforward
governance
is paramount
andstronger
at the heart
of this where
is a well-managed
with itspension
owners.plan overseen by a fiduciary board that possesses top-of-class
on its board
well
connected
to stakeholders.
I want talent
to commend
the SCand
andthat
AC isand
their
respective
board chairs, Marianne
Love
and Brian O’Keefe
andsuccess
Rick Miller
(AC),
Richard
Not surprisingly
perhaps(SC)
these
factors
aretogether
reflectedwith
in the
threeFaber
major(AC
Joint
Council
Sub‐Committee
chair),
all board members and executive teams for
themes
that emerged
during our
consultations:
their participation, cooperation and hard work in the course of this review.
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1. The need for aligned, efficient and transparent decision-making processes
Introduction

with clear accountability structures;
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
2. A number of stakeholders raised concerns about fairness in representation
Employees Retirement System Review Act 2006, to conduct a review of the
on both boards; and,
operation
theconcerns
devolvedabout
OMERS
governance
structure
established
by statute
3. Thereofare
unevenness
in the
capacity
of members
on the in
2006. administration board.
It has
been
privilege
toissues
lead this
review and to develop this report and
We
now
deala with
these
in turn.
recommendations.

1. Aligned, Efficient and Transparent Decision-Making Processes with
OMERS
a large and well‐known
pension plan both in Canada and
ClearisAccountability
Structures
internationally. Overall it has done very well since its governance was devolved to
It is important at the outset to outline the authorities provided to the SC and AC
plan members in 2006, although it has faced a number of challenges arising from
under the OMERS Act.
economic instability in the years following the 2008 financial crisis.
Under this Act, the SC is responsible for:
Like any other large and complex organization OMERS can always find ways to do
• Setting
contribution
rates
and establishing
reserves;
better
and I believe
that this
review
has helped the
organization identify some of
• Determining
theItcomposition
of the
and are
SC boards
and thewhich
method
of
those
opportunities.
is my firm view
thatAC
these
opportunities
must
choosing
its members;
be quickly
and fully
seized if the plan is to continue to thrive and serve the best
• Setting
remuneration
expenses
policies through by-law for both boards;
interests
of both
active and and
retired
plan members.
and,
I am
to note
that the
Sponsors Corporation
(SC) and
• pleased
Plan design,
making
amendments
to the plan texts
andAdministration
making decisions on
Corporation
(AC)
have sufficient
to than
implement
allunder
of thethe
whether
or at
notOMERS
the valuation
is to be authority
filed earlier
required
recommendations
in the
report,
indeed
have
already
endorsed many of
Pension Benefits
Act,
1990 and
(within
three
years
currently).
them. For this reason, all of the recommendations are inwardly focused towards
All votes are by majority except for benefit changes, setting contribution rates,
the owners and operators of the pension plan. I feel confident that responsibility
making decisions on stabilization reserves and determining the composition of the
for moving forward and making the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
AC board. The SC can require the AC to recover its costs from the plan (if lawful)
with its owners.
and it can also ask the AC to collect a fee for other expenses.
I want
commend the
The
AC to
is responsible
for:SC and AC and their respective board chairs, Marianne
Love and Brian O’Keefe (SC) and Rick Miller (AC), together with Richard Faber (AC
• Council
Administering
the plans;chair), all board members and executive teams for
Joint
Sub‐Committee
• participation,
Acting as the cooperation
trustee of theand
pension
fundsinunder
the OMERS
their
hard work
the course
of thisAct;
review.
• Setting the actuarial methods and assumptions and establishing the funding
policy to be used for the purpose of preparing the valuation;
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• Appointing the actuary and auditor;
Introduction

• Establishing investment policies and managing and allocating the assets of
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
the plans; and,
Employees
Retirement
Review Actthat
2006,
a review request
of the for
• Providing
the SC System
with information
theto
SCconduct
may reasonably
operation
of the devolved
OMERS
governance
structure
established
by statute
in
the purpose
of carrying
out its
objects, and
advising
and assisting
the SC by
2006. providing reasonable technical support.
It
has beenthe
a privilege
leadoversees
this review
to develop
this report
andplan
Generally,
fiduciarytobody
theand
day-to-day
operations
of the
recommendations.
in paying out pensions and making investments while the sponsor body makes

higher level strategic decisions on contribution rates and benefit levels and the
OMERS is a large and well‐known pension plan both in Canada and
future direction of the plan provisions.
internationally. Overall it has done very well since its governance was devolved to
plan
2006, although
hasauthorities
faced a number
of challenges
Theremembers
is generalinagreement
aboutitthe
outlined
above andarising
who isfrom
responsible
for thoseinauthorities
in particular
But tensions
have arisen
economic
instability
the years following
theareas.
2008 financial
crisis.
over so-called “cross-over” areas or “touch-points”. These are areas in which
Like any other large and complex organization OMERS can always find ways to do
both boards wish to have greater involvement in areas within the authority of the
better and I believe that this review has helped the organization identify some of
other.
those opportunities. It is my firm view that these are opportunities which must
Thisquickly
is particularly
actions
of one
boardand
in some
be
and fullycrucial
seizedgiven
if thethat
planthe
is to
continue
to thrive
serveareas
the best
have an impact
the decision-making
of the other board. For example,
interests
of bothonactive
and retired planability
members.
actuarial assumptions determined by the AC board have an impact on the SC
Iboard’s
am pleased
that
thechanges
Sponsors
Corporation
(SC) and
Administration
abilitytotonote
make
plan
and
set contribution
rates.
On the other
Corporation
(AC)made
at OMERS
sufficient
authority
to implement
of the
hand, decisions
by thehave
SC board
on plan
membership
growth all
have
an
recommendations
in the
and
indeed have
endorsed
impact on investment
andreport,
funding
decisions
madealready
by the AC
board. many of
them. For this reason, all of the recommendations are inwardly focused towards
As part of an effort to work in areas of common interest, the two boards have
the owners and operators of the pension plan. I feel confident that responsibility
established a Framework Agreement and a Joint Council in an effort to address
for moving forward and making the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
issues of mutual interest and perceived areas of overlap. Despite the existence
with its owners.
of these formal agreements and structures it was evident in this review that
gapsthe
andSCother
challenges
Icommunication
want to commend
and AC
and theirremained.
respective board chairs, Marianne
Love
and Brian
O’Keefe
and Rick
Miller (AC),
together
Richard
Faber (AC
For example,
both
boards(SC)
recently
addressed
the issue
of thewith
different
contribution
Joint
chair),
and
for
rates Council
betweenSub‐Committee
members with an
NRAall
of board
60 andmembers
those with
anexecutive
NRA of 65.teams
The police
their
participation,
cooperation
andfirst
hard
work inwhile
the course
and fire
sectors are generally
in the
category
the restofofthis review.

the OMERS membership is in the second category. There is an evaluation
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periodically
to determine the relative cost of benefits applicable to each group
Introduction
following which the contribution rates are developed to achieve the appropriate
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
balance. The concern is not the decision that was ultimately made on this issue,
Employees Retirement System Review Act 2006, to conduct a review of the
but what followed. We make two points on this:
operation of the devolved OMERS governance structure established by statute in
First,
2006.these are important decisions so information associated with them should
be clearly and transparently provided to plan members and sponsors. We are not
It has beenthat
a privilege
to lead this review and to develop this report and
convinced
this occurred.
recommendations.
Secondly, in this case the boards engaged in a letter writing campaign to one
OMERS is
a large
andusing
well‐known
pension plan
both in Canadathat
and they had put
another
rather
than
the mechanisms
for communication
internationally.
Overall it has
very well
since
its governance
wasthe
devolved
in
place. This is emblematic
of done
challenges
in the
relationship
between
boards.to
plan members in 2006, although it has faced a number of challenges arising from
On a more positive note, the substantial amount of agreement achieved by the
economic instability in the years following the 2008 financial crisis.
SC and AC board chairs over a series of meetings with the Review Team spoke to
the
of regular
on issues
joint interest
and
Likevalue
any other
large face-to-face
and complexcommunication
organization OMERS
canof
always
find ways
to do
suggests
that
it should
bethis
a cornerstone
improvements
going forward.
better and
I believe
that
review has of
helped
the organization
identify some of
those
opportunities.
It is my firm
view
that these are in
opportunities
must
The
board
chairs acknowledged
that
communications
general needwhich
to improve,
be quickly
and fully
seizedbut
if the
plan isthe
to continue
to thrive
andPension
serve the
best
not
only between
boards
between
boards and
sponsors.
experts
interests ofthe
both
active and
retired plan
members.
emphasize
necessity
of keeping
stakeholders
informed, particularly during
periods
of economic
This assists
with understanding
and obtaining
I am pleased
to note uncertainty.
that the Sponsors
Corporation
(SC) and Administration
buy-in
when difficult
choiceshave
are being
made.
Corporation
(AC) at OMERS
sufficient
authority to implement all of the
recommendations
report,toand
have
many
of
The
AC board must in
bethe
sensitive
theindeed
reasons
for already
sponsorendorsed
interests and
concerns
them.
this in
reason,
all of the recommendations
are inwardly focused towards
and
to For
engage
problem-solving
discussions with sponsors.
the owners and operators of the pension plan. I feel confident that responsibility
At the same time, sponsors must respect the fiduciary responsibilities of
for moving forward and making the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
administrators and avoid any perception that an effort is being made to exert
with its owners.
influence in those areas.
I want to commend the SC and AC and their respective board chairs, Marianne
The key touch-points are as noted below:
Love and Brian O’Keefe (SC) and Rick Miller (AC), together with Richard Faber (AC
Joint Council
Sub‐Committee chair), all board members and executive teams for
Strategic
Planning
their participation, cooperation and hard work in the course of this review.
Despite the fact that there is one OMERS organization, it is quite telling that both
the AC and SC have separate strategic plans and/or statements. This leads to
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the possibility of two competing visions for OMERS that can confuse members,
Introduction

employers and investors alike. Discussions on a joint strategic plan commenced
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
in September 2012 and the two boards should continue working on developing a
Employees
Retirement
Review
2006, to conduct
a review of the
common strategic
plan.System
This should
beAct
an organizational
priority.
operation of the devolved OMERS governance structure established by statute in
2006.
Plan Growth
It
hasACbeen
a privilege
to lead
this
review and
to develop
report
The
views
plan growth
as an
important
component
of this
the plan
forand
the longrecommendations.
term sustainability of the plan and consistent with its fiduciary obligation to

protect all plan members. Growth is intended to mitigate the impact of rising costs
OMERS is a large and well‐known pension plan both in Canada and
due to plan maturity, an aging membership and increasing longevity. As a result,
internationally. Overall it has done very well since its governance was devolved to
the AC is actively pursuing plan growth opportunities as a key priority.
plan members in 2006, although it has faced a number of challenges arising from
The opportunities
foringrowth
being
pursuedthe
can
be divided
these categories:
economic
instability
the years
following
2008
financialinto
crisis.
Agreements
bring
in capital
from thirdOMERS
partiescan
for co-investment;
Like1.any
other largetoand
complex
organization
always find ways to do
2. New
OMERShas
portfolio
better
and Imembership
believe that from
this review
helpedcompanies;
the organization identify some of
3. opportunities.
Opportunities to
of domestic
plan
consolidation
currently
those
It take
is myadvantage
firm view that
these are
opportunities
which
must
being
considered
by ifthe
be quickly
and
fully seized
theProvince;
plan is toand,
continue to thrive and serve the best
4. Membership
growth
the municipal sector.
interests
of both active
andwithin
retiredand
planoutside
members.
There is an acknowledgement that the SC is the gatekeeper for plan growth under
I am pleased to note that the Sponsors Corporation (SC) and Administration
the OMERS Act. This includes not only municipalities and local boards but also
Corporation (AC) at OMERS have sufficient authority to implement all of the
“associated employers” which are organizations that provide a program or service
recommendations in the report, and indeed have already endorsed many of
on behalf of a municipality or local board and certain corporations incorporated
them. For this reason, all of the recommendations are inwardly focused towards
under the Electricity Act, 1998. Associated employers have been a long-standing
the owners and operators of the pension plan. I feel confident that responsibility
component of the OMERS plan and Cabinet had designated a number of
for moving forward and making the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
associated employers prior to the enacting of the OMERS Act.
with its owners.
Under the 2010 Budget amendments to the OMERS Act, the SC was given the
Iability
want to
to determine
commend the
SC and
AC and
their
respective
board could
chairs,participate
Marianne
whether
certain
new
types
of employers
Love
Brianplans.
O’Keefe
(SC)are
andsubsidiaries
Rick Miller created
(AC), together
with
Richard
Faber (AC
in theand
OMERS
These
by the AC
and
the AC’s
Joint
Councilentities
Sub‐Committee
chair),
all board on
members
and
executive
investment
that manage
investments
behalf of
the
AC. The teams
SC alsofor
has
their
participation,
cooperation
and hard
work
in the
course
of this review.
the right
to determine
the conditions
under
which
these
employers
participate in
the plan.
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The
intention of the government in naming the SC as the gatekeeper reflects the
Introduction
fact that the vast majority of sponsor organizations view OMERS as a municipal
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
plan providing a service primarily to employees in the municipal sector. There is
Employees Retirement System Review Act 2006, to conduct a review of the
a suggestion held by many stakeholders that including non-municipal employers
operation
of theon
devolved
structure established
by statute
places
pressure
the planOMERS
to opengovernance
up board representation
and threatens
the in
2006.of the organization away from consideration of the municipal financial
focus
climate.
Thisapoint
of view
continues
to influence
the comfort
level that
It has been
privilege
to lead
this review
and to develop
this report
andthe SC has
in
terms of new growth and this is clearly their prerogative.
recommendations.
In
recent discussions with the Reviewer, the SC board chairs agreed with the AC
OMERS is a large and well‐known pension plan both in Canada and
perspective on the need for growth. At the same time there was a general concern
internationally. Overall it has done very well since its governance was devolved to
that the SC has not had sufficient awareness of the activities of the AC in soliciting
plan members in 2006, although it has faced a number of challenges arising from
opportunities for growth.
economic instability in the years following the 2008 financial crisis.
A number of round-table discussions between the SC and AC board chairs and the
Like any other large and complex organization OMERS can always find ways to do
Review Team resulted in the identification of principles regarding plan growth in
better and I believe that this review has helped the organization identify some of
each of the avenues outlined above. These were subsequently approved by the
those opportunities. It is my firm view that these are opportunities which must
boards of both corporations.
be quickly and fully seized if the plan is to continue to thrive and serve the best
There
is agreement
thatand
SC staff
need
to members.
be involved with AC staff on proposals
interests
of both active
retired
plan
for plan growth through membership growth. This involvement should occur early
I am
note
that
Corporation
(SC)
and Administration
in
thepleased
processtoand
staff
of the
bothSponsors
corporations
would be
expected
to report back to
Corporation
(AC)
at
OMERS
have
sufficient
authority
to
implement
all of the by
their respective boards on progress. It is anticipated that this early participation
recommendations
in the
report,
and
indeed have
of that
SC
staff will allow the
SC to
provide
guidance
to thealready
AC on endorsed
the type ofmany
growth
For this reason,
all of The
the recommendations
focused
towards
itthem.
is comfortable
approving.
aim is to maximize are
the inwardly
speed and
efficiency
of
the owners and operators
of the
pension plan.
I feel confident
responsibility
decision-making.
The SC is also
interested
in information
on thethat
demographics
of
for moving
forward
andpotential
making the
plan of
stronger
lies exactly
where
it should
new
employers
and the
impact
their inclusion
in the
OMERS
plan, be
the–
with its owners.
stability
of prospective new employers and the health of an employer’s industry.
The implications for board representation are also of interest in cases where a
I want to commend the SC and AC and their respective board chairs, Marianne
new employer/s would bring a significantly large group of employees into the
Love and Brian O’Keefe (SC) and Rick Miller (AC), together with Richard Faber (AC
plan.
Joint Council Sub‐Committee chair), all board members and executive teams for
The
co-chairs were
also able to
provide
someinguidance
to the
AC review.
chair on types
theirSCparticipation,
cooperation
and
hard work
the course
of this
of growth their board might be comfortable with. The synopsis is as follows:
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New Membership from OMERS Portfolio Companies
Introduction
The
SC has
indicated
they are
to considering
membership
In
May
of 2012
I was that
appointed
as generally
Reviewer open
pursuant
to the Ontario
Municipalin
the OMERSRetirement
plan to OMERS
portfolio
where
permissible.
Employees
System
Reviewcompanies,
Act 2006, to
conduct
a review of the
operation of the devolved OMERS governance structure established by statute in
Membership growth within the Municipal Sector
2006.
In principle, there is acknowledgement that membership growth within the
It has been a privilege to lead this review and to develop this report and
municipal sector is natural growth of the plan provided that there are no major
recommendations.
concerns about an excessive amount of liabilities being taken into the plan and
OMERS
is a large anddo
well‐known
plansubsidization
both in Canada
and members by
if the demographics
not drive apension
substantial
of new
existing employers
and employees.
internationally.
Overall
it has done very well since its governance was devolved to
plan members in 2006, although it has faced a number of challenges arising from
As a subset, the AC has contemplated the addition of new employers with one
economic instability in the years following the 2008 financial crisis.
asset and liability pool with multiple classes. So for example, a municipal board
or agency
may large
have and
historically
created
their own
pension
andfind
OMERS
Like
any other
complex
organization
OMERS
can plan
always
ways may
to do
want toand
consider
a proposal
bring has
thathelped
plan into
main OMERS
plan.some
Such of
better
I believe
that thisto
review
thethe
organization
identify
a proposal
could include
thethat
benefits
the assets
of that
those
opportunities.
It isconsidering
my firm view
these of
arepooling
opportunities
which
must
plan
into one
liability
“class”
of pension
could
also
be
be
quickly
andasset
fully and
seized
if thepool.
plan A
is different
to continue
to thrive
and serve
the
best
considered
permit
employees
and
themembers.
employer to contribute at a different
interests
of to
both
active
and retired
plan
level than other members of the main OMERS plan.
I am pleased to note that the Sponsors Corporation (SC) and Administration
The joint principles and process framework related to membership growth
Corporation (AC) at OMERS have sufficient authority to implement all of the
discussed with the board chairs (and since approved by the two boards) leaves
recommendations in the report, and indeed have already endorsed many of
open the possibility of having different classes of employers in the manner
them. For this reason, all of the recommendations are inwardly focused towards
described above.
the owners and operators of the pension plan. I feel confident that responsibility
for
moving forward
and
making
the
plan stronger
lies exactly where it should be –
Membership
Growth
beyond
the
Municipal
Sector
with its owners.
While there is some interest in targeting the broader public sector for new
(particularly
of imminent
decisions
by chairs,
the Province
on
Iemployers
want to commend
the in
SCthe
andmidst
AC and
their respective
board
Marianne
pooling
pension(SC)
plans),
is less (AC),
comfort
from awith
sponsor
point
of (AC
Love
andsmaller
Brian O’Keefe
andthere
Rick Miller
together
Richard
Faber
view to
admitSub‐Committee
employers outside
of the
publicmembers
sector beyond
considering
offering
Joint
Council
chair),
all board
and executive
teams
for
their participation, cooperation and hard work in the course of this review.
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membership
to employees of companies that OMERS controls. The risks are
Introduction
considered to be too high. There is an exception where an employer is applying
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
for membership for employees who are currently members of the OMERS plan
Employees Retirement System Review Act 2006, to conduct a review of the
and have been affected by downsizing, outsourcing or restructuring. It is arguable
operation of the devolved OMERS governance structure established by statute in
that the OMERS legislation has allowed for the admittance of employers in this
2006. under the “Associated Employer” umbrella.
situation
has been
privilege
leadadmitting
this review
and to develop
and
ItIt should
be anoted
heretothat
employers
beyond this
the report
traditional
recommendations.
employers
and associated employers would require a legislative change. The
principles
membership
growth pension
discussedplan
with
theinboard
chairs
OMERS is on
a large
and well‐known
both
Canada
andalso affirms a
commitment
made
in August
provide
a jointitssubmission
towas
the devolved
Province to
internationally.
Overall
it has2010
doneto
very
well since
governance
on membership growth. Under that proposed authority, the request to the
plan members in 2006, although it has faced a number of challenges arising from
Province called for the opportunity to potentially bring in any employer that the
economic instability in the years following the 2008 financial crisis.
SC deemed appropriate without provincial approval. The 2010 Budget changes can
Likeviewed
any other
and to
complex
organization
always
to do
be
as a large
response
that submission
andOMERS
indicatecan
that
whilefind
the ways
Province
isbetter
comfortable
with broadening
OMERS
potentially
include the identify
AC’s investment
and I believe
that this review
hasto
helped
the organization
some of
entities,
it did not cross
the
to view
include
employers. which
The OMERS
those opportunities.
It is
myline
firm
thatprivate
these sector
are opportunities
must
Act
references
publicifsector
employers
and charities
but
that
section
be quickly
and other
fully seized
the plan
is to continue
to thrive
and
serve
the best
remains
wasmembers.
perhaps made to avoid complaints from
interestsunproclaimed.
of both active This
and decision
retired plan
private sector pension providers who would be faced with a new very large and
I am pleased
note that the
Sponsors
Corporation
(SC) and
Administration
resource
deeptocompetitor.
OMERS
would
have potentially
competed
with private
Corporation
(AC)
at
OMERS
have
sufficient
authority
to
implement
all
the
sector pension providers for private sector pension business, but thereof
would
recommendations
in the report,
indeed have
already
endorsed
of a
continue
to be no competition
in and
the municipal
sector
where
OMERSmany
maintains
them. For this reason, all of the recommendations are inwardly focused towards
monopoly.
the owners and operators of the pension plan. I feel confident that responsibility
The overall consensus reached by representatives of both boards in recent
for moving forward and making the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
discussions represents a significant advancement in providing clarity on decisionwith its owners.
making and would result in a greatly improved avenue for consultation and
I want to commend
theregular
SC andintervals.
AC and their respective board chairs, Marianne
information
sharing at
Love and Brian O’Keefe (SC) and Rick Miller (AC), together with Richard Faber (AC
Joint Council Sub‐Committee chair), all board members and executive teams for
their participation, cooperation and hard work in the course of this review.
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Plan Changes
Introduction
There
interest
the AC in as
plan
change pursuant
decisions to
which
are clearly
in the
In
Mayisofan2012
I wasbyappointed
Reviewer
the Ontario
Municipal
realm of theRetirement
SC board under
legislation.
There
a clear adifference
terms of
Employees
Systemthe
Review
Act 2006,
toisconduct
review ofinthe
plan changes.
Thedevolved
participants
fromgovernance
the two boards
identified
four different
types:
operation
of the
OMERS
structure
established
by statute
in
1. Housekeeping;
2006.
2. Compliance;
It has been a privilege to lead this review and to develop this report and
3. Technical; and,
recommendations.
4. Specified changes.
OMERS
a large and
pension
plan both
in Canada
and matters
Specifiedis changes
arewell‐known
those of a more
“political”
nature
and concern
internationally.
it has
very wellrates.
sinceWhile
its governance
devolvedinto
such as changes Overall
to benefits
ordone
contribution
the AC haswas
an interest
plan
members
2006,
although
it has on
faced
arising
from
decisions
of thisintype
and
their impact
plana number
funding, of
thechallenges
main concern
centred
economic
instability
the change
years following
the 2008 financial crisis.
on the other
types ofinplan
decisions.

Round
discussions
the chairs of OMERS
the SC and
boards
theto do
Like
anytable
other
large and involving
complex organization
canAC
always
findand
ways
Reviewand
Team
led to the
was sensible
to set in place
a setsome
of of
better
I believe
thatconclusion
this reviewthat
hasithelped
the organization
identify
principles
and processes
staffthat
of both
corporations
to meet
to discuss
those
opportunities.
It isto
myengage
firm view
these
are opportunities
which
must
potential
compliance
technical
changes.
Housekeeping
be
quicklyhousekeeping,
and fully seized
if the planand/or
is to continue
toplan
thrive
and serve
the best
changes would
brought
as part
of the plan text amendment and
interests
of bothbeactive
andforward
retired plan
members.
restatement process which occurs every two to three years. Compliance and
Iroutine
am pleased
to note
that the
Sponsors
Corporation
andSCAdministration
technical
changes
would
be brought
directly(SC)
to the
for consideration
Corporation
(AC)More
at OMERS
have sufficient
to implement
all for
of the
and discussion.
complicated
technicalauthority
changes would
be posted
21
recommendations
in thebefore
report,
and indeed
have at
already
endorsed
manyThis
of
days on the SC website
a decision
is made
the next
SC meeting.
them.
For this reason,
all of
recommendations
are inwardly
towards
is a reasonable
approach
to the
ensuring
that changes can
be made focused
to the plan
text
the
and operators
of the
plan. I feel
confident
thatquickly
responsibility
in a owners
timely manner
and allows
thepension
AC to respond
to those
changes
and
for
moving forward and making the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
efficiently.
with its owners.
Plan Funding – Actuarial Valuations and Assumptions
IThere
want was
to commend
theofSCdiscussion
and AC and
theirthe
respective
board
chairs, Marianne
a great deal
about
interest that
sponsors
had in the
Love
and
Brian
O’Keefe
(SC)
and
Rick
Miller
(AC),
together
with
Richard
Faber
(AC
actuarial valuation and assumption setting process for the plan. Discussion
in this
Joint
Council Sub‐Committee
area generally
focused on twochair),
issues:all board members and executive teams for
their participation, cooperation and hard work in the course of this review.
1. The setting of the actuarial assumptions; and,
2. Risk appetite.
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Actuarial
Assumptions
Introduction
Under
OMERS
Actappointed
the AC is responsible
setting to
thethe
actuarial
In Maythe
of 2012
I was
as Reviewerfor
pursuant
Ontarioassumptions
Municipal
for
the plan.Retirement
This is not System
in dispute
by the
but there
is an understanding
Employees
Review
ActSC2006,
to conduct
a review of thethat
sponsors
andevolved
interest inOMERS
knowing
how the assumptions
are set, the
operationhave
of the
governance
structure established
byprocess
statute for
in
choosing
2006. the actuary for OMERS and for providing feedback to the AC on sponsor
positions.
It has been a privilege to lead this review and to develop this report and
On
the recommendation of the Review Team, the board chairs have worked hard
recommendations.
to find a resolution to this and have identified an actuarial assumption setting
OMERS that
is a large
and
pension
plan both and
in Canada
and feedback
process
allows
forwell‐known
the SC to receive
information
to provide
internationally.
Overall
it has
done very
well since
its governance
was devolved
to
at
key times in the
process
including
the point
and time
when the actuary
is
plan members
in assumptions
2006, although
hasand
faced
a number
of challenges
arising from
appointed,
when
areitset
economic
forecasting
is undertaken.
economic instability in the years following the 2008 financial crisis.
Risk Appetite
Like any other large and complex organization OMERS can always find ways to do
The
OMERS
also that
provides
the AC has
withhelped
the authority
to make investments.
better
and I Act
believe
this review
the organization
identify someThis
of
isthose
not in
dispute by theItSC
butfirm
there
is athat
concern
regarding
opportunities.
is my
view
thesefrom
are sponsors
opportunities
whichrisk.
must
The
downturn
theseized
markets
since
2008
led to poorer
investment
and
be quickly
andin
fully
if the
plan
is tohas
continue
to thrive
and servereturns
the best
increasing
Both
of retired
these factors
inevitably lead to pressures on the SC
interests ofliabilities.
both active
and
plan members.
to raise contribution rates (which are already considered by many sponsors to be
I amhigh)
pleased
to note that
the Sponsors
Corporation
(SC) and
too
or decrease
benefits.
The overwhelming
majority
ofAdministration
employers within
Corporation
(AC) at
OMERS
have
authority
implement
the
the
OMERS world
would
speak
to sufficient
the limited
capacityto
that
they havealltoofspend
recommendations
the report, and
have
already
endorsed
of to
additional
funds onincontributions.
Theindeed
SC board
has
already
stated anmany
interest
them.
this reason,
the recommendations
focused
the
AC For
in adding
a levelall
ofof
conservatism
in terms ofare
theinwardly
asset-liability
mix.towards
the owners and operators of the pension plan. I feel confident that responsibility
It is understandable for sponsors to have an interest in how actuarial assumptions
for moving forward and making the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
are determined and to express their concern for decisions made on investment
with its owners.
decisions that are perceived to be of greater risk. There was a willingness
expressed
by the AC the
representatives
in recent
discussions
to provide
I want to commend
SC and AC and
their respective
board
chairs, additional
Marianne
information
to the
SC on(SC)
howand
decisions
are made
and to listen
their concerns.
Love and Brian
O’Keefe
Rick Miller
(AC), together
withtoRichard
Faber (AC
Joint Council Sub‐Committee chair), all board members and executive teams for
their participation, cooperation and hard work in the course of this review.
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It is important to note however that decisions on investments and actuarial
Introduction

assumptions are clearly AC board responsibilities which need to be made
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
independently of sponsors. The sponsor concern seems to be driven by the fact
Employees
Review
Act 2006,totoassess
conduct
review of the
that the ACRetirement
board doesSystem
not have
the expertise
andapotentially
challenge
operation
the devolved
OMERS
governance
structure
by statute
investmentofpolicies
developed
by AC
staff. Increasing
theestablished
mix of capacity
on thein
2006.
AC board may go a long way in ensuring that these concerns are met.
It has been a privilege to lead this review and to develop this report and
2. Fairness in Representation on Both Boards
recommendations.

With sponsorship of the OMERS plans lying with approximately 36 unionized and
OMERS is a large and well‐known pension plan both in Canada and
non-union employee groups and almost a thousand employers, it is inevitable that
internationally. Overall it has done very well since its governance was devolved to
some sponsors will not have an opportunity to sit at the board table of either the
plan members in 2006, although it has faced a number of challenges arising from
SC or AC.
economic instability in the years following the 2008 financial crisis.
The groups that were most concerned about fairness in representation on both
Like
anycan
other
large and
organization
boards
be placed
intocomplex
three broad
groups: OMERS can always find ways to do
better and I believe that this review has helped the organization identify some of
1. opportunities.
Management and
employees;
those
It isnon-unionized
my firm view that
these are opportunities which must
2. Smaller
and,if the plan is to continue to thrive and serve the best
be quickly
andunions;
fully seized
3. Retiree
groups.
interests
of both
active and retired plan members.
SC by-laws #4 and #13 outline the rules and conditions on representation on the
I am pleased to note that the Sponsors Corporation (SC) and Administration
SC and AC boards, respectively.
Corporation (AC) at OMERS have sufficient authority to implement all of the
recommendations
theby-laws
report,operate
and indeed
have
alreadywhich
endorsed
many
of
Generally speaking,inthe
under
principles
suggest
that
representation
is achieved
on headcount amongst
other considerations
them.
For this reason,
all ofbased
the recommendations
are inwardly
focused towards
(including
representation).
Permanent
assignedthat
to employers,
the
ownerssector
and operators
of the pension
plan.seats
I feelare
confident
responsibility
associations
and unions
represent
largest lies
number
of where
active members
for
moving forward
and that
making
the planthe
stronger
exactly
it should be –
in theitsplan.
The public and separate school board employer representatives are
with
owners.
rotated which had been a long-standing practice on the pre-2006 OMERS board.
IRetiree
want togroups
commend
SC andof
ACrotating
and their
respective
board chairs,
have the
a method
their
representatives
whichMarianne
will be
Love
and
Brian
O’Keefe
(SC)
and
Rick
Miller
(AC),
together
with
Richard
Faber (AC
discussed further later.
Joint Council Sub‐Committee chair), all board members and executive teams for
The transitional
sections
of the OMERS
Actwork
put in
in the
place
rotating
seatreview.
positions
their
participation,
cooperation
and hard
course
of this
that presumably would allow all other employer, associations and employee
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groups
to have an opportunity at representation but on a cycle that would leave
Introduction
those groups potentially waiting for a hundred or so years for another turn at
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
being represented. Provincial officials have suggested that it was well known that
Employees Retirement System Review Act 2006, to conduct a review of the
the rotating seats were unworkable but they were necessary to have something
operation of the devolved OMERS governance structure established by statute in
in place in the event that the SC could not come up with an agreement on
2006.
composition.
It has
been aput
privilege
toby
lead
and to
develop this
and
The
process
in place
thethis
SC review
works more
practically
and report
is a reasonable
recommendations.
effort
to ensure that those groups representing the largest number of employers
and
employees
are
at well‐known
the board tables.
Those
at the
table however
OMERS
is a large
and
pension
planwho
bothare
in not
Canada
and
have
made known
to theitReviewer
to beitsheard
and their
issues
internationally.
Overall
has donetheir
very desire
well since
governance
was
devolved to
considered.
plan members in 2006, although it has faced a number of challenges arising from
economic instability
in the years following
the 2008 financial crisis.
Management
and non-unionized
employees
Like any other large
complex
organization
find ways to do
Approximately
20.6%and
of active
members
in the OMERS
OMERS can
planalways
are either
better and I believe
that this
review
has helpedAssociations
the organization
some
of
management
employees
or are
non-unionized.
who identify
represent
some
those
opportunities.
is my firm
view that
these are opportunities
which must
of
these
members areItseeking
employee
representation
for these members
on
be quickly
seized if the plan is to continue to thrive and serve the best
both
the ACand
andfully
SC boards.
interests of both active and retired plan members.
In an earlier version of Bill 206 which became the OMERS Act, a position for
the
group was
contemplated
forAdministration
the AC board.
I ammanagement/non-unionized
pleased to note that the Sponsors
Corporation
(SC) and
This
representative
have
been
chosenauthority
by the Association
of Municipal
Corporation
(AC) atwould
OMERS
have
sufficient
to implement
all of the
Managers,
Clerks and
Treasurers
Ontario
whichendorsed
represents
2,200
recommendations
in the
report, of
and
indeed(AMCTO)
have already
many
of of
the
members.
the time,
committed to developing
a protocol
other
them.
For this At
reason,
all ofAMCTO
the recommendations
are inwardly
focusedwith
towards
associations
to solicit
their of
opinions,
to potentially
co-endorse
and to
the owners and
operators
the pension
plan. I feel
confidentcandidates
that responsibility
ensure
that forward
the representative
would
report
back
to not
only itAMCTO
for moving
and makingchosen
the plan
stronger
lies
exactly
where
shouldbut
be –
the
organizations as well.
withother
its owners.

Along
AMCTO, the
this category
arechairs,
the City
of Toronto
I wantwith
to commend
the largest
SC and associations
AC and theirinrespective
board
Marianne
Administrative,
Professional,
Supervisory
Association
(COTAPSA)
with 3,500
Love and Brian O’Keefe
(SC) and
Rick Miller
(AC), together
with Richard
Faber (AC
members and the Ontario Association of School Board Officials which represents
Joint Council Sub‐Committee chair), all board members and executive teams for
1,000 members and claims to represent 4,000 district school board employees.
their participation, cooperation and hard work in the course of this review.
Other associations would include the Ontario Municipal Administrators’
Association, the Ontario Human Resources Association, the Municipal Law
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Departments Association of Ontario and the Municipal Finance Officers
Introduction

Association.
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
In principle,Retirement
they have aSystem
strongReview
case. ItAct
is easy
to to
envision
circumstances
where
Employees
2006,
conduct
a review of the
the needs of
of the
this devolved
particularOMERS
group of
employeesstructure
would beestablished
substantially
operation
governance
bydifferent
statute in
than
those
of
the
trade
unions
and
associations
that
represent
employees
on both
2006.
boards.
It has been a privilege to lead this review and to develop this report and
Their numbers are substantial as well. If an association represented the entire
recommendations.
group, it would easily qualify to sit on the employee side of both tables under the
OMERS
a large
and
pension
plan both
in Canada
andthan any other
rules putisinto
place
bywell‐known
the SC board
representing
more
employees
internationally.
Overall
it in
hasthe
done
well
since
its governance was devolved to
union or employee
group
planvery
other
than
CUPE.
plan members in 2006, although it has faced a number of challenges arising from
The idea that they should be at the table in principle was raised by a number of
economic instability in the years following the 2008 financial crisis.
stakeholders outside of the unaffiliated associations from both employer and
employee
associations.
Like
any other
large and complex organization OMERS can always find ways to do
better
and Isuggested
believe that
this
review
has
helped
the organization
identify
It has been
that
the
reason
why
the unaffiliated
position
was some of
those
opportunities.
is my
firm
that these
are opportunities
removed
from Bill 206Itand
why
noview
unaffiliated
position
is mentionedwhich
in themust
SC
be
quickly
and
fully
seized
if
the
plan
is
to
continue
to
thrive
and
serve
the
best
by-laws is because of substantial pressure from trade unions. Indeed, it is not
interests
both activethe
andconcern
retired that
plan the
members.
difficult toofunderstand
unions may have that an employee

may feel(SC)
pressure
from their
Irepresentative
am pleased tofrom
notethe
thatmanagement
the Sponsorsranks
Corporation
and Administration
employer to support the position of employers causing a threat to the balance
Corporation (AC) at OMERS have sufficient authority to implement all of the
between employers and employee groups. This very point was raised during the
recommendations in the report, and indeed have already endorsed many of
review as a real possibility and this opinion came from an employer group and not
them. For this reason, all of the recommendations are inwardly focused towards
a union.
the owners and operators of the pension plan. I feel confident that responsibility
Themoving
strongest
argument
for not providing
unaffiliated
withit ashould
seat be –
for
forward
and making
the plan stronger
lies employees
exactly where
at either
corporation’s table, however, is that no one association can claim to
with
its owners.
represent all the employees. COTAPSA could claim to be the largest, but their
I3,500
wantmembers
to commend
SC and ACshort
and of
their
boardService
chairs,Employees
Marianne
fallsthe
significantly
therespective
Ontario Public
Love
Brian O’Keefe
and9,000
Rick Miller
(AC),OPSEU
together
with Richard
Faber (AC
Unionand
(OPSEU)
with just(SC)
under
members.
represents
the smallest
Joint
Council
Sub‐Committee
chair),the
all employee
board members
executive
number
of active
members among
groupsand
on the
boards.teams for
their participation, cooperation and hard work in the course of this review.
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In
some cases, employees are members of one or more associations. Others
Introduction
are not represented by any association. Notable as well is the absence of
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
discussion of a protocol amongst the associations for choosing a representative
Employees
Retirement
Review
Act 2006,
to conduct
a review of the There
or
communicating
with System
each other
on board
directions
or decision-making.
operation
of the
the very
devolved
structure established
by statute
in
also
remains
largeOMERS
issue ofgovernance
how to communicate
with employees
who are
2006.
not
aligned with an association.
It has been a privilege to lead this review and to develop this report and
Smaller unions
recommendations.
The Review Team also heard from unions that represent fewer members than
OMERS is a large and well‐known pension plan both in Canada and
OPSEU’s 9,000 members. Historically, this group has voiced its opinion on
internationally. Overall it has done very well since its governance was devolved to
potential plan changes under the umbrella of the Coalition for OMERS Pension
plan members in 2006, although it has faced a number of challenges arising from
Fairness and CUPE regularly informs these unions about plan information
economic instability in the years following the 2008 financial crisis.
and decisions but representatives of smaller unions suggest that this type of
consultation
is not
Like any other
largesufficient.
and complex organization OMERS can always find ways to do
better and I believe that this review has helped the organization identify some of
Retiree
groups
those opportunities.
It is my firm view that these are opportunities which must
be quickly
fully
seized if the
to continuemember
to thrivegroup
and serve
thesmaller
best
The
retireeand
group
is different
thanplan
theisunaffiliated
and the
interests
both
active
andhave
retired
plan members.
unions
in of
that
they
already
a representative
on both corporations’ boards.

Under a 2007 agreement facilitated by Martin Teplitsky, the Municipal Retirees
I am pleased to note that the Sponsors Corporation (SC) and Administration
Organization of Ontario (MROO), the Police Pensioners Association of Ontario
Corporation (AC) at OMERS have sufficient authority to implement all of the
(PPAO), the Police Retirees of Ontario and the Association of Retired Fire Fighters
recommendations in the report, and indeed have already endorsed many of
of Ontario formed a committee to determine the name of a nominee to be
them. For this reason, all of the recommendations are inwardly focused towards
provided to the SC for appointment to either board. Currently, MROO holds a seat
the owners and operators of the pension plan. I feel confident that responsibility
on the AC and the PPAO holds the seat on the SC.
for moving forward and making the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
Itwith
hasits
been
suggested that with three out of the four members of the committee,
owners.
the retiree groups from the fire and police sectors hold a disproportionally large
I want to commend
SCatand
ACone
andof
their
boardgoes
chairs,
advantage
in insuringthe
that
least
therespective
board positions
to Marianne
those
Love
and
Brian
O’Keefe
(SC)
and
Rick
Miller
(AC),
together
with
Richard
Faber
(AC
sectors. There is a perception that a retiree representative from the fire and
police
Joint Council
chair), all board
andposition
executive
teams
for
sectors
could Sub‐Committee
be viewed as representing
more members
of a sectoral
than
one for
their
participation,
cooperation
all
retirees
in decisions
on the SC.and hard work in the course of this review.
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The ideal answer for both the smaller unions and the retiree groups would be
Introduction

to increase the size of the boards. This is problematic though as a larger board
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
is likely to be more unwieldy and decisions (particularly those requiring a 2/3
Employees
Retirement
System
Review
Act 2006,
to conduct
of theof
majority) might
be more
difficult
to attain.
The Review
Teamaisreview
also aware
operation
of the devolved
OMERS
governance
by statute
in
concerns expressed
by some
stakeholders
that structure
increasingestablished
the size of either
board
2006.
would make them less representational.
It has been a privilege to lead this review and to develop this report and
Proposal for Improved Communication and Engagement Mechanisms
recommendations.

The SC co-chairs were encouraged to consider options that would increase
OMERS is a large and well‐known pension plan both in Canada and
communications and engagement with smaller and disenfranchised organizations.
internationally. Overall it has done very well since its governance was devolved to
Ideas ranged from the status quo to providing additional seats on both boards.
plan members in 2006, although it has faced a number of challenges arising from
The co-chairs noted that the main challenge is that many groups have overlapping
economic instability in the years following the 2008 financial crisis.
membership and representation. Conversely, some members are not represented
by any
group.
Another
issue is the
lack ofcan
a mechanism
Like
anyassociation
other largeorand
complex
organization
OMERS
always findto
ways to do
accurately
representative
groups.
A mechanism
wouldidentify
need tosome
be of
better
and identify
I believeallthat
this review has
helped
the organization
in place
for appointingItone
person
to represent
allare
parties.
Membership
in must
those
opportunities.
is my
firm view
that these
opportunities
which
thequickly
groupsand
or associations
is the
often
optional,
limitingto
accountability.
Rotation
be
fully seized if
plan
is to continue
thrive and serve
the best
of representation
through
identified
groups and associations could lead
interests
of both active
andthe
retired
plan members.
to a limited continuity in knowledge and may reduce the effectiveness of the
Irepresentative.
am pleased to note that the Sponsors Corporation (SC) and Administration
Corporation (AC) at OMERS have sufficient authority to implement all of the
A three-level approach to improving communications and engagement with these
recommendations in the report, and indeed have already endorsed many of
groups was discussed and there was general agreement on the part of the boards
them. For this reason, all of the recommendations are inwardly focused towards
with the following:
the owners and operators of the pension plan. I feel confident that responsibility
The boards
recognized
that
there
considerable
room for
improving
for 1.
moving
forward
and making
the
planisstronger
lies exactly
where
it should be –
and engagement with all stakeholders and they
with itscommunications
owners.
acknowledged the importance of making this an organizational priority;
I want to commend the SC and AC and their respective board chairs, Marianne
2. and
An Brian
improved
approach
to communications
would seewith
theRichard
board proactively
Love
O’Keefe
(SC) and
Rick Miller (AC), together
Faber (AC
reaching
out to stakeholders,
an emphasis
those
currently
Joint Council
Sub‐Committee
chair), with
all board
membersonand
executive
teams for
concerned about
lack of voice.
An example
of this
would
extension
their participation,
cooperation
and hard
work in the
course
of be
thisthe
review.
of invitations to these groups to attend OMERS information sessions, and a
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willingness to adjust the timing of these meetings, or to add meetings in an
Introduction

effort to provide information and receive advice from stakeholders earlier in
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
the decision-making-making cycle; and,
Employees Retirement System Review Act 2006, to conduct a review of the
3. In the
it wouldgovernance
seem that an
advisory
committeebyorstatute in
operation
ofcircumstances
the devolved OMERS
structure
established
2006. some alternative forum would be the most effective mechanism for
communications and engagement (both outward to the groups and
It has been
a privilege
toItlead
this review
thisorreport
inward
to the SC).
is possible
that and
suchtoa develop
committee
forumand
might be
recommendations.
permitted to provide specified plan changes (typically benefit changes) for
consideration
the SC andpension
to propose
any proposed
specified
OMERS
is a large andbywell‐known
planchanges
both in to
Canada
and
plan changes
brought
forward
by SC
board
members.
internationally.
Overall
it has
done very
well
since
its governance was devolved to
planleadership
members of
in 2006,
although
hascould
facedmeet
a number
of challenges
arising from
The
both the
AC anditSC
with the
advisory committee/
economic
instability
in the
following
thethe
2008
financialofcrisis.
forum
at their
meetings.
It isyears
anticipated
that
leadership
both corporations
would engage representatives of the three groups in discussions on strategic
Like any other large and complex organization OMERS can always find ways to do
planning, plan administration, pension reform and the economic outlook.
better and I believe that this review has helped the organization identify some of
The
advisory
committee
forum
serve
as a are
focus
group to allow
the must
SC
those
opportunities.
It isormy
firm could
view that
these
opportunities
which
and
AC to solicit
feedback
theplan
views
a result,
be quickly
and fully
seizedon
if the
is of
to unaffiliated
continue to members.
thrive andAs
serve
the best
members
of both
the committee
expected
to communicate and engage with
interests of
active and would
retiredbe
plan
members.
unaffiliated members beyond the organizations that they represent.
I am pleased to note that the Sponsors Corporation (SC) and Administration
Advisory
committee/forum
could authority
be compensated
for their
Corporation
(AC) at OMERSmembers
have sufficient
to implement
alltravel
of the
expenses
and meeting
space,
withand
some
staffhave
support
being
provided.
recommendations
in the
report,
indeed
already
endorsed
many of
them.
For this
all of the
recommendations
focused towards
The
creation
ofreason,
a mechanism
of this
type representsare
theinwardly
best opportunity
for
the ownerscommunication
and operators and
of the
pensioninput
plan.into
I feel
confident that responsibility
improving
receiving
decision-making
short of
for movinga seat
forward
and board
makingtable.
the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
providing
at each
with its owners.
The details of how this form of engagement mechanism would work must be
finalized
this is probably
best
in collaboration
with representatives
I want toand
commend
the SC and
ACdone
and their
respective board
chairs, Marianne
of
theand
target
groups.
The(SC)
same
true Miller
for the(AC),
potential
composition
of the
Love
Brian
O’Keefe
andis Rick
together
with Richard
Faber (AC
committee
orSub‐Committee
forum and how chair),
representatives
be chosen.
An obvious
Joint Council
all board would
members
and executive
teamsfirst
for
step
for the corporation
to reach
to work
thesein
three
groups of
or this
categories
theirisparticipation,
cooperation
andout
hard
the course
review.of
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members, to communicate its willingness to improve communications and to
Introduction

open up a channel for engagement.
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
Leaders of the
unaffiliated
associations
are2006,
to beto
commended
for their
Employees
Retirement
System
Review Act
conduct a review
of strong
the
representations
the Review
Team.
They will no
doubt be
disappointed
that in
operation
of theto
devolved
OMERS
governance
structure
established
by statute
we are not recommending additional seats on the boards to ensure their
2006.
constituencies a more direct form of representation. Their case after all rests
It
a privilege
to lead
this review
and to develop
thisthat
report
and
onhas
thebeen
virtuous
principles
of fairness
and equity.
We accept
these
general
recommendations.
principles are important in the context of good governance. Nevertheless, we are
comfortable with the current outcome for the following reasons:
OMERS is a large and well‐known pension plan both in Canada and
internationally.
Overall it has
very
well is
since
governance
was choices,
devolved to
First, the representational
mixdone
on the
boards
the its
result
of conscious
plan
members
although it has
a number
of challenges
from
first on
the partinof2006,
the government,
andfaced
latterly
on the part
of the SC.arising
Second,
we heard no
compelling
information
suggesting
thatfinancial
the current
representational
economic
instability
in the
years following
the 2008
crisis.
mix on the boards has resulted in inequities or unfairness in relation to these
Like any other large and complex organization OMERS can always find ways to do
groups. Third, and most importantly, there is a route to representation for
better and I believe that this review has helped the organization identify some of
organizations with large numbers of members that meet the threshold in current
those
opportunities.
my firm
viewonthat
are
opportunities
SC by-laws
necessary It
toisobtain
a seat
thethese
board,
but
this form of which
agencymust
and
be
quickly
and
fully
seized
if
the
plan
is
to
continue
to
thrive
and
serve
the
best
representation must be firm and well-established. From the SC’s perspective,
interests
of both
active
plan groups
members.
the loose-knit
nature
ofand
the retired
unaffiliated
is not solid enough to endow
with representative
legitimacy.
This
must obviously
be demonstrated
Ithem
am pleased
to note that the
Sponsors
Corporation
(SC) and
Administrationin a
more tangible
way.
that
means
in theauthority
context oftoOMERS
is best
Corporation
(AC)
at What
OMERS
have
sufficient
implement
allraised
of theby
representatives of the
unaffiliated
groups
with
thealready
SC.
recommendations
in the
report, and
indeed
have
endorsed many of
them.
Forstands,
this reason,
all of the recommendations
are inwardly
focused
As it now
the commitments
and processes outlined
above
shouldtowards
move
the
owners and
of the
pension
plan. I feelway
confident
that
responsibility
stakeholders
andoperators
unaffiliated
groups
a considerable
forward
in obtaining
for
moving
forwardinand
making
plan
stronger
lies opportunity
exactly where
should be –
more
information
a timely
waythe
and
having
a better
to itunderstand
and influence
decisions affecting plan members.
with
its owners.

ThetoCapacity
theSCAdministration
I3.want
commendofthe
and AC and their Board
respective board chairs, Marianne
Love
and Brian
O’Keefe
(SC)
and RickinMiller
(AC), together
with
Richard Faber
The most
significant
issue
emerging
our consultations
with
stakeholders
and(AC
Joint
Council
Sub‐Committee
all board
members
executive
for
experts
related
to the level ofchair),
expertise
and capacity
on and
the AC
board. teams
As noted
their
cooperation
andfor
hard
in the
course
of this review.
earlierparticipation,
this is the operational
board
thework
pension
plan
– it administers
$55
billion in assets, oversees pension fund investments and the administration
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of
pension payments and members services. It is also responsible for annual
Introduction
actuarial valuations of the plan.
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
Governance
literature and
pension
experts
emphasize
the importance
best-inEmployees Retirement
System
Review
Act 2006,
to conduct
a review ofofthe
class
boardofcapacity
as a critical
success
factor in
the achievement
of by
pension
plan
operation
the devolved
OMERS
governance
structure
established
statute
in
goals.
It
is
widely
believed
that
the
current
AC
board
does
not
meet
this
standard.
2006.
In fact, this point is uncontested although some sponsors make the case that subIt has been
a privilege
lead be
thisanreview
and toconsequence
develop thisof
report
and board
optimal
board
capacityto
might
acceptable
choosing
recommendations.
members
that are “representative” of the sponsors who appoint them. We believe
that these different perspectives are reconcilable and indeed that they must be
OMERS is a large and well‐known pension plan both in Canada and
reconciled to ensure the ongoing health of the pension plan and to protect the
internationally. Overall it has done very well since its governance was devolved to
interests of plan members.
plan members in 2006, although it has faced a number of challenges arising from
We
provideinstability
below a more
discussion
goodfinancial
governance
economic
in thedetailed
years following
theof2008
crisis.practices
in this area, a description of the board appointment process, and the advice
Like any other large and complex organization OMERS can always find ways to do
received on this matter in the course of our consultations. Our conclusions and
better and I believe that this review has helped the organization identify some of
recommendations flow from that.
those opportunities. It is my firm view that these are opportunities which must
be quickly
and fullyand
seized
if the
plan is to continue to thrive and serve the best
Good
Governance
Board
Capacity
interests of both active and retired plan members.
Pension experts emphasize that good governance is critical in achieving and
I am pleasedato
note that the Sponsors
Administration
maintaining
high-performance
pensionCorporation
plan. In the(SC)
viewand
of experts
ideal
Corporationmodels
(AC) at feature
OMERS ahave
sufficientfiduciary
authorityboard
to implement
all of the
governance
best-in-class
working alongside
in the report,
already
endorsed
many
of
arecommendations
best-in-class management
team.and
Theindeed
boardhave
provides
a healthy
check
on the
them. For thisofreason,
all of the recommendations
inwardly focused
towards
performance
the management
team and holds itare
accountable.
It has the
ability
to
management
to make plan.
dealsIwithin
certain parameters
and
theunleash
ownersitsand
operators ofteam
the pension
feel confident
that responsibility
also
has theforward
right to and
rein making
in that management
teamlies
if itexactly
feels that
it isitgoing
in abe –
for moving
the plan stronger
where
should
direction
that it does not believe is in the best interests of plan members.
with its owners.
Another
of model
is the appointment
strong and
I want tofeature
commend
the SCgovernance
and AC andstructures
their respective
board chairs,of
Marianne
independent
board
chairs.
The
Ontario
Teachers’
and
Canada
Love and Brian
O’Keefe
(SC)
and
Rick Miller
(AC), Pension
togetherPlan
with(OTTP)
Richard
Faber
(AC
Joint Council Sub‐Committee chair), all board members and executive teams for
their participation, cooperation and hard work in the course of this review.
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Pension Plan Investment Board (CPPIB) have made such appointments and this
Introduction

has served them well.
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
There is no Retirement
question about
theReview
high quality
of thetoOMERS
team
Employees
System
Act 2006,
conductmanagement
a review of the
which has of
a strong
reputation
and governance
track record structure
as a globalestablished
deal-maker.
is also in
operation
the devolved
OMERS
byItstatute
positioning itself as a key player in providing investment management expertise to
2006.
third parties.
It has been a privilege to lead this review and to develop this report and
On the other hand there is a widely held view on the part of experts, competitor
recommendations.
plans and the broader financial community that the strength of OMERS
OMERS
is a large
and
pension
planby
both
Canadaofand
management
team
is well‐known
not sufficiently
matched
theincapacity
the AC board.
internationally.
Overall
has done
since
its governance
wasinformation
devolved to
This raises questions
for itsome
aboutvery
the well
board’s
capacity
to evaluate
plan
members
in 2006, although
it has and
faced
a number
arising
from
provided
by management.
One expert
former
chairof
ofchallenges
a large pension
plan
told us thatinstability
“OMERS in
has
done
well
in spite the
of its
sub-optimal
structure
economic
the
years
following
2008
financial governance
crisis.
but this weakness will eventually rear its head.” Some stakeholders believe that
Like any other large and complex organization OMERS can always find ways to do
this perceived weakness has resulted in the SC asserting interest in fiduciary
better and I believe that this review has helped the organization identify some of
matters such as investments as a check on the direction of the management team.
those
It is my
firm
view thatinthese
are opportunities
which must
Given opportunities.
the clear lines which
are
established
pension
legislation regarding
the
be
quickly
and
fully
seized
if
the
plan
is
to
continue
to
thrive
and
serve
the
best
separation of sponsor and fiduciary responsibilities, even a perception of lines
interests
of both
active and retired plan members.
being crossed
is unhealthy.
ISome
am pleased
to notemade
that the
the case
Sponsors
(SC) appointment
and Administration
stakeholders
to usCorporation
that the current
process
Corporation
(AC) atto
OMERS
have
authority
implement
all of
should be changed
give the
AC sufficient
board more
controlto
over
the quality
of the
its board
recommendations
in the
indeed
havewith
already
many are
of
members. Others told
us report,
that theand
issue
lies more
howendorsed
appointments
them.
For this
all of the
recommendations
are inwardly
focused towards
made and
whoreason,
is appointed
rather
than with the locus
of decision-making.
This is
the
ownersbelow.
and operators of the pension plan. I feel confident that responsibility
discussed
for moving forward and making the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
The Board
Appointment Process
with
its owners.

thecommend
OMERS Act,
SC has
to determine
composition
IUnder
want to
thethe
SC and
ACthe
andauthority
their respective
board the
chairs,
Marianne
of theand
AC Brian
and how
the members
are chosen.
A decision
onwith
composition
needs(AC
Love
O’Keefe
(SC) and Rick
Miller (AC),
together
Richard Faber
approval
of 2/3
SC board votes.
Joint
Council
Sub‐Committee
chair), all board members and executive teams for
their
participation,
cooperation
and hard work
in the
course ofby-law
this review.
In response
to this legislative
requirement,
the SC
established
#13
setting out the process for choosing members and lays out a process to have a
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nominating
advisory committee which requires inviting the AC chair and the chair
Introduction
of the AC governance committee to participate. Sponsors are asked to provide
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
the SC with up to three names (in practice, the SC is often provided with only one
Employees
System Review
Act 2006,
to conduct
a review
of the a
name).
PriorRetirement
to the submission
of the three
names,
the committee
requests
operationwith
of the
OMERS
governance
structure and
established
bythe
statute
in
meeting
thedevolved
sponsor body
to discuss
competencies
needs for
board.
2006.
The
full SC board accepts or rejects a sponsor body’s nomination by a majority
vote
rejectiontorarely
if ever
takesand
place.
The sponsor
body has
It hasalthough
been a privilege
lead this
review
to develop
this report
andthe right
to
bring the matter to arbitration if its choice is rejected.
recommendations.
Sponsors have mainly two choices to make when they put forward the name of
OMERS is a large and well‐known pension plan both in Canada and
a potential representative. They can either suggest a “representative” who has a
internationally. Overall it has done very well since its governance was devolved to
history and understanding of the viewpoint of the sponsor but usually requires
plan members in 2006, although it has faced a number of challenges arising from
training to learn more about pension plan governance or an “expert” who may
economic instability in the years following the 2008 financial crisis.
have a looser affiliation with the sponsor but is considered to be a leader in
one
oflarge
the competencies
associated with
plan can
governance
– typically
Like or
anymore
other
and complex organization
OMERS
always find
ways to do
investments,
pensionthat
lawthis
or administration,
audit,
riskof
better and I believe
review has helped
thecompliance,
organizationfinancial
identifyand
some
management
and/or economic
forecasting.
those opportunities.
It is my firm
view that these are opportunities which must
be quickly
and fully
if thewith
planthe
is touse
continue
to thrive
and serve the best
Some
sponsors
haveseized
had issues
of the words
“representative”
and
interests
of
both
active
and
retired
plan
members.
“expert” and suggest that “representative” board members have brought an
expertise
in an
of governance
to Corporation
the board table.
are not absolute
I am pleased
toaspect
note that
the Sponsors
(SC) These
and Administration
concepts
and(AC)
there
plentyhave
of room
between
them. to
In practice,
thisallisofabout
Corporation
at isOMERS
sufficient
authority
implement
the
finding
the best mixinofthe
capacities
for aindeed
board have
that isalready
charged
with overseeing
recommendations
report, and
endorsed
many of
over $55 billion in assets. For simplicity’s sake however, we will continue to use
them. For this reason, all of the recommendations are inwardly focused towards
these words and when we refer to the term “expert”, we will be referring to
the owners and operators of the pension plan. I feel confident that responsibility
recognized leaders in the pension or broader investment fields, which is arguably
for moving forward and making the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
a component of capacity that OMERS plan members would want to see discussed.
with its owners.
In practice since 2006, a couple of sponsors have used search firms to put forward
I want to commend the SC and AC and their respective board chairs, Marianne
the names of “experts” while the vast majority of sponsors have put forward the
Love and Brian O’Keefe (SC) and Rick Miller (AC), together with Richard Faber (AC
names of “representatives”. This apparently runs counter to thinking by provincial
Joint Council
Sub‐Committee
all board
members
executive
for
officials
in 2006
as to how thechair),
nominating
process
mightand
unfold.
It wasteams
anticipated
theirsponsor
participation,
hard work
in the course of
this review.
that
bodiescooperation
would placeand
“political”
or representative
actors
at the SC
board table in view of its partial role in fulfilling a “collective bargaining” role. On
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the other hand it was assumed that pension and finance professionals would play
Introduction

a significant role at the AC board table.
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
This is certainly
what has
transpired
in Act
many
other
public
sectorofplans
Employees
Retirement
System
Review
2006,
to large
conduct
a review
the and
in particular
key competitors
OMERS for
investments:
the OTPP
and the
operation
of two
the devolved
OMERSwith
governance
structure
established
by statute
in
CPPIB.
Those
two
boards
feature
best-in-field
professionals
appointed
by
sponsors
2006.
or sponsor bodies. Both those plans have separate bodies or mechanisms for
It
has been
privilegemaking
to lead“political”
this reviewdecisions
and to develop
report
and
sponsors
toacontinue
(such asthis
benefit
changes,
recommendations.
longer-term strategic directions and views on investment philosophies) while
leaving the fiduciary body to act independently on matters relating to pension and
OMERS is a large and well‐known pension plan both in Canada and
investments.
internationally. Overall it has done very well since its governance was devolved to
plan
members
although
it has faced
number of It
challenges
arisingthat
from
Neither
model,inon2006,
its own,
guarantees
perfecta outcomes.
is quite telling
in a recentinstability
report onina the
potential
new pooled
asset manager,
economic
years following
thepension
2008 financial
crisis. William
Morneau recommends a hybrid board with a majority of board members having
Like any other large and complex organization OMERS can always find ways to do
strong skill sets in governance including investments, risk management, legal,
better and I believe that this review has helped the organization identify some of
accounting, human resources and strategic planning.
those opportunities. It is my firm view that these are opportunities which must
be
quickly and
fully seized on
if the
is to continue
to thrive and serve
Stakeholder
Perspectives
theplan
Capacity
of the Administration
Boardthe best
interests of both active and retired plan members.
• In the course of the review it became clear that a growing number of
I am pleased
to are
noteconcerned
that the Sponsors
andboard.
Administration
sponsors
about theCorporation
capacity of (SC)
the AC
Towards the
Corporation
at OMERS
sufficient
implement
the
end of(AC)
the review
the have
SC signalled
itsauthority
support intoensuring
the all
ACofboard
recommendations
in the
indeed haveand
already
endorsed
has the capacity
toreport,
fulfil itsand
responsibilities
recognized
themany
need of
for its
them. leadership
For this reason,
of the
recommendations
are inwardly
focused towards
in thisallarea.
The
SC board also supports
the recommendation
in
this report
that an independent
chair
be Iappointed
to thethat
AC responsibility
board;
the owners
and operators
of the pension
plan.
feel confident
for moving forward and making the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
• Pension experts familiar with OMERS identified concerns about the
with its owners.
unevenness of the capacity of the AC board; this appears to be a broadly
view among
about large
Canadian
plans;
I want held
to commend
the those
SC andknowledgeable
AC and their respective
board
chairs,pension
Marianne
Love
Brian O’Keefe
and presentation
Rick Miller (AC),
together
withthe
Richard
Faber (AC
• and
Importantly,
in its(SC)
written
to the
reviewer,
AC board
Joint Council
Sub‐Committee
chair),
all board
members
executive
teams for
raised substantial
concerns
about
its own
level of and
capacity
to administer
their participation, cooperation and hard work in the course of this review.
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and oversee a large pension fund holding $55 billion in assets on behalf of
Introduction

over 420,000 plan members. The AC board called for a much more rigorous
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
process for determining key board capacities and for selecting the talent
Employees Retirement System Review Act 2006, to conduct a review of the
aligned with those capacities. The AC board also called for the appointment
operation
the devolvedchair.
OMERS
established
by statute
in
of anofindependent
It is governance
very rare forstructure
a board to
suggest that
its
2006. composition should change and be replaced with a different and more
appropriate
mix to
of skills
andreview
expertise.
must bethis
taken
veryand
seriously;
It has been
a privilege
lead this
andThis
to develop
report
recommendations.
• As noted above, there is an associated concern with the capacity of the AC
board to manage and oversee the very high-powered OMERS executive
OMERS is a large and well‐known pension plan both in Canada and
team. This concern is shared by some members on both the AC and SC
internationally. Overall it has done very well since its governance was devolved to
boards, together with some external pension professionals and experts.
plan members in 2006, although it has faced a number of challenges arising from
economic instability
the years
2008 financial
crisis.
Additionally,
concernsinhave
been following
raised by the
a number
of parties,
including
pension experts and the AC board, that the current “representative” focus
Like any other large and complex organization OMERS can always find ways to do
of appointments to the AC board might result in a perception of conflict on
better and I believe that this review has helped the organization identify some of
the part of AC board members between their allegiance to the appointing
those opportunities. It is my firm view that these are opportunities which must
sponsor and their fiduciary responsibilities to plan members or a perception
be quickly
fully seized
if the
plan
continue to
thrive and serve
thefrom
best
that
board and
members
are not
acting
in isantoadequately
independent
manner
interests
of both active
the
management
team. and
Evenretired
at the plan
level members.
of perception, this is a worrisome
finding.
Theretois note
a minority
view
that sees
no conflict(SC)
here,
arguing
that AC
I am pleased
that the
Sponsors
Corporation
and
Administration
board
members
to sufficient
represent authority
all plan members
and hence
Corporation
(AC)are
at appointed
OMERS have
to implement
all of their
the
fiduciary
and sponsor
responsibilities
are indivisible.
We are
not persuaded
recommendations
in the
report, and indeed
have already
endorsed
many ofby
this
argument
takeall
the
that it runs contrary
trends and
jurisprudence
them.
For this and
reason,
ofview
the recommendations
aretoinwardly
focused
towards
in fiduciary responsibilities. It has become evident that in their sum, these issues
the owners and operators of the pension plan. I feel confident that responsibility
are having an external reputational impact on the pension plan. Pension experts,
for moving forward and making the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
industry experts, members of the financial community and competitor plans view
with its owners.
the current capacity of the AC board as being a vulnerability for OMERS going
forward.
would expect
willtheir
be ofrespective
some concern
tochairs,
both ofMarianne
the boards,
I want toWe
commend
the SC that
and this
AC and
board
to
sponsors
andO’Keefe
stakeholders
and,Rick
notMiller
least, (AC),
to plan
members.
weakness
Love
and Brian
(SC) and
together
withThis
Richard
Faber (AC
can
addressed
and we believe
thisall
can
be done
quickly
and
successfully
with
JointbeCouncil
Sub‐Committee
chair),
board
members
and
executive
teams
for
concerted
action and
leadership.and hard work in the course of this review.
their participation,
cooperation
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Conclusions and Recommendations on Board Capacity
Introduction
WeMay
conclude
that
theappointed
AC Board needs
much stronger
to enable
it
In
of 2012
I was
as Reviewer
pursuantcapacity
to the Ontario
Municipal
to oversee and
manageSystem
$55 billion
in assets
and to
one
of the largest
and
Employees
Retirement
Review
Act 2006,
conduct
a review
of most
the
important of
pension
plans inOMERS
Canada.governance
And it needs
to get there
in a timely
manner.
operation
the devolved
structure
established
by statute
in
We
base
this
assertion
on
what
we
have
heard
from
experts
and
pension
2006.
governance literature on governance standards, the emerging higher standard for
It
has been
a privilege
this review
and to
develop
thiscould
reportconceivably,
and
pension
fiduciaries
andtoa lead
potential
perception
that
sponsors
recommendations.
and likely innocently, attempt to influence their representatives to vote on board
matters in the best interests of the sponsor rather than plan members.
OMERS is a large and well‐known pension plan both in Canada and
internationally.
Overall itare
hasevolving
done very
its governance
devolved to
Fiduciary responsibilities
andwell
thesince
experts
believe that was
the standards
plan
members
in 2006,
although
it has
faced
number of
challenges
arising
for pension
plans
are getting
much
higher
anda certainly
much
higher than
in from
a
corporate instability
setting. In in
fact,
standards
arethe
now
so high
that some
economic
thethe
years
following
2008
financial
crisis. experts were
of the view that they would not prospectively sit on the AC board in the absence
Like any other large and complex organization OMERS can always find ways to do
of a full transition to a best-in-field fiduciary board.
better and I believe that this review has helped the organization identify some of
Impartiality
– and independence
and
– is
the key
to
those
opportunities.
It is my firmfrom
viewsponsors
that these
aremanagement
opportunities
which
must
fiduciary
There
canplan
be no
room
for any
that members
be
quicklyresponsibility.
and fully seized
if the
is to
continue
to perception
thrive and serve
the best
of the fiduciary
influenced
by anything
interests
of bothboard
activeare
and
retired plan
members.other than the interests of plan
members as a whole. The establishment of a board with greater professional
Istature
am pleased
note that
the Sponsors
(SC)responsibilities
and Administration
wouldtoprovide
greater
assuranceCorporation
that fiduciary
are being
Corporation
(AC) at distractions
OMERS haveorsufficient
authority
to implement
all of the
carried out without
the perception
of external
pressures.
recommendations in the report, and indeed have already endorsed many of
This needs to be kept in mind in any analysis and determination of the timing of
them. For this reason, all of the recommendations are inwardly focused towards
a transition to a board with higher capacity. A lengthy transition period would
the owners and operators of the pension plan. I feel confident that responsibility
hamper the plan’s ability to attract best-in-class board members for the reasons
for moving forward and making the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
outlined above. A board with a higher level of capacity should be able to take
with its owners.
on its responsibilities in a relatively short period of time. Board members with
in pensions,
and their
governance
mayboard
not initially
fully
Iexpertise
want to commend
theinvestments
SC and AC and
respective
chairs,be
Marianne
knowledgeable
about the
OMERS
planMiller
but it(AC),
would
not take
as much
effort
to (AC
get
Love
and Brian O’Keefe
(SC)
and Rick
together
with
Richard
Faber
themCouncil
up to speed
as “representative”
Joint
Sub‐Committee
chair), allmembers.
board members and executive teams for
their
participation,
cooperation
and hard work
in the
course
of this
review.with an
Part of
the argument
for a “representative”
board
is that
a board
member
understanding of the interests and culture of the sponsor will be more effective
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in
protecting plan member interests than one appointed based on the expertise
Introduction
they bring to the table. We find this unconvincing and suspect that a great many
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
plan members would also question this assertion. Also, while appreciating that
Employees
Retirement
2006, to conduct
review
of member
the
many
sponsors
provide System
trainingReview
to theirAct
representatives
and athat
board
operation
of the devolved
OMERS
governance
structure
established
statute in
training
is provided
by OMERS
management,
the
level of training
thatby
board
2006.
members
receive varies a great deal. Many sponsor organizations simply do
not
have
thea capacity
to trainand
their
members
to adequately
It has
been
privilegeor
toresources
lead this review
toboard
develop
this report
and
evaluate
management
decisions.
It
is
arguable
that
no
level
of
training
provided
recommendations.
by organizations and/or management can put a board member in a position
OMERS
is a evaluate
large andwhether
well‐known
pension
plan both
in Canada
and
to
properly
or not
investment
in a train
system
in Europe
internationally.
has doneofvery
since itsInternational
governance was
devolved to
for
example is in Overall
the bestitinterests
planwell
members.
financial
plan members
2006, although
it hasmore
faced
a number
of challenges
arising from
transactions
areinseemingly
becoming
complex
by the
day.
economic instability in the years following the 2008 financial crisis.
An expert on foreign investment however would be better placed to make that
determination
doing
so would
arguably be
bettercan
positioned
to protect
Like any other and
largeinand
complex
organization
OMERS
always find
ways tothe
do
interests
of Iplan
members
andreview
sponsors.
better and
believe
that this
has helped the organization identify some of
those sponsors
opportunities.
It isunions
my firm
view
that
are opportunities
Some
from the
may
balk
at these
the notion
of appointingwhich
a Bay must
Street
be
quickly
and
fully
seized
if
the
plan
is
to
continue
to
thrive
and
serve
the
best
banker familiar with international deals. The concept of a high capacity board
interests of
bothlimited
activeto
and
members.
however,
is not
Bayretired
Streetplan
bankers
and a board comprised of bankers
would
obviously
not bring
a healthy
balance
of perspectives.
high capacity
I am pleased
to note
that the
Sponsors
Corporation
(SC) and AAdministration
board
could potentially
be drawn
from the financial
andall
from
“Main
Corporation
(AC) at OMERS
have sufficient
authoritycommunity
to implement
of the
Street”
experts withintop-of-class
andhave
extensive
knowledge
collective
recommendations
the report, skill
and sets
indeed
already
endorsedof
many
of
bargaining and a history and understanding of the labour movement. These are
them. For this reason, all of the recommendations are inwardly focused towards
not mutually exclusive and we find it hard to believe that such appointees would
the owners and operators of the pension plan. I feel confident that responsibility
be insensitive to the culture of unions and employers.
for moving forward and making the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
The
to a higher capacity board would not necessarily mean the end
withtransition
its owners.
of a “representative” presence on the AC board. The Reviewer accepts the
I want to commend the SC and AC and their respective board chairs, Marianne
argument that some degree of representation on the AC board is important given
Love and Brian O’Keefe (SC) and Rick Miller (AC), together with Richard Faber (AC
that OMERS is a jointly sponsored pension plan. But representation should not
Joint Council
Sub‐Committee
chair),
all board members
and executive
for
trump
better capacity
and better
governance.
In this respect
we returnteams
to William
their participation, cooperation and hard work in the course of this review.
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Morneau’s 2012 report on pooled pensions which deals in part with governance.1
Introduction

Morneau recommends a hybrid board with a majority of board members having
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
strong skill sets in governance including investments, risk management, legal,
Employees
Systemand
Review
Act 2006,
to conduct a review of the
accounting,Retirement
human resources
strategic
planning.
operation of the devolved OMERS governance structure established by statute in
While the Morneau model envisions having a minority of representatives on the
2006.
prospective board, the people occupying these positions would need to meet
It
has beenfinancial
a privilege
to lead and/or
this review
to develop
this
report to
and
minimum
standards
workand
experience.
This
appears
provide a
recommendations.
reasonable balance in continuing to provide for some representative involvement
at the board level. It would also be responsive to those sponsors who remain
OMERS is a large and well‐known pension plan both in Canada and
cautious about improving capacity, and to one who told us that an AC board
internationally. Overall it has done very well since its governance was devolved to
without any representative members would never be acceptable.
plan members in 2006, although it has faced a number of challenges arising from
We certainly
heard and
understand
the great
thatcrisis.
many stakeholders
economic
instability
in the
years following
theimportance
2008 financial
expressed in having sponsor organizations make the nominations to the AC board.
Like any other large and complex organization OMERS can always find ways to do
There is nothing wrong with this approach and we are not recommending that it
better and I believe that this review has helped the organization identify some of
should change. Sponsor organizations can put forward nominees that lead to a
those
It iscapacity
my firm to
view
that the
these
are opportunities
which than
must is
board opportunities.
having far greater
further
interests
of plan members
be
quickly
and fully
seized
if thesponsor
plan is organizations
to continue tohave
thrive
and serve thorough
the best
in place
today.
Although
some
undertaken
interests
active
retired
plan candidates
members. with greater capacity, most
processesoftoboth
ensure
thatand
they
nominate
not, for to
thenote
mostthat
part,
so since
2006.
Ihave
am pleased
thedone
Sponsors
Corporation
(SC) and Administration
Corporation
at OMERS
sufficient
authority
implement
all of
the
The different(AC)
approach
beinghave
proposed
by the
ReviewtoTeam
continues
some
recommendations
in theapproach.
report, and
indeed
have already
endorsed
many
of
elements of the current
The
nominating
advisory
committee
would
them.
Fortothis
reason,
of thegroups
recommendations
are inwardly
focused
continue
meet
with all
sponsor
regarding nominations
and
outlinetowards
the skill
the
operators
of the
pensionwould
plan. Icontinue
feel confident
that responsibility
setsowners
neededand
on the
AC board.
Nominees
to be brought
forward by
for
moving
making
the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
sponsors
toforward
the SC toand
make
the appointments.
with its owners.
The difference is the sense of urgency and rigour regarding the skill sets needed
the to
ACcommend
board. It isthe
imperative
that
nominating
committee
make
the
Ion
want
SC and AC
andthe
their
respective
board chairs,
Marianne
convincing
caseO’Keefe
to sponsors
with their
nominees.
Choosing
a (AC
Love
and Brian
(SC) to
andreach
Rick higher
Miller (AC),
together
with Richard
Faber
representative
from within thechair),
sponsor’s
ownmembers
organization
not necessarily
Joint
Council Sub‐Committee
all board
andisexecutive
teams for
their participation, cooperation and hard work in the course of this review.
1

Morneau, William. “Facilitating Pooled Asset Management for Ontario’s Public-Sector Institutions”. October 2012
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appropriate
when the task will involve approving international deals and
Introduction
forecasting the direction of the economy.
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
The
case to Retirement
be made is System
that theReview
AC needs
the board
who are
Employees
Actlawyers
2006, toonconduct
a review
of the
acknowledged
as devolved
being theOMERS
top experts
in pension
law. It established
needs auditors,
operation of the
governance
structure
by statute in
risk
management experts and compliance officers that have performed the
2006.
function in large national or international organizations. It needs individuals who
It hasexecuted
been a privilege
leadin
this
and to develop
reportthe
andbest
have
financialtodeals
thereview
international
markets.this
It needs
recommendations.
prognosticators
who can quickly identify where the economy is heading and make
recommendations
on investment
thatboth
can quickly
reflect
OMERS is a large and
well‐knownstrategies
pension plan
in Canada
and these changes.
Overall
it has
done very
since
its governance
was devolved
Ifinternationally.
needed, sponsors
can use
a search
firmwell
to help
them
find these people.
They to
plan ultimately
members in
2006,against
although
has faced
a number
of challenges
arising
may
decide
theitsearch
firm’s
recommendations
or use
the from
economic
instability
the years
the 2008
financialvetted
crisis. against those
ability
to put
forwardinthree
namesfollowing
to have other
candidates
put forward by a search firm. Regardless, the bar will be moved higher.
Like any other large and complex organization OMERS can always find ways to do
The
transition
to a higher
capacity
board
should the
occur
relatively quickly
better
and I believe
that this
review
has helped
organization
identifyand
some of
should
not necessarilyItawait
expiry
of current
appointment
terms.
those opportunities.
is mythe
firmnatural
view that
these
are opportunities
which
must
Aberevised
appointments
provided to
to thrive
sponsors
encourage
quicklycycle
and of
fully
seized if the should
plan is be
to continue
andtoserve
the best
shortening
terms
of and
existing
members.
interests ofthe
both
active
retired
plan members.

Finally,
the adoption
term
would
be a very healthy
which would
I am pleased
to noteof
that
thelimits
Sponsors
Corporation
(SC) andstep
Administration
ensure
renewal
ensure
the right
balancetoofimplement
skill sets onallthe
Corporation
(AC)and
at also
OMERS
havethat
sufficient
authority
of AC
theboard
isrecommendations
being achieved. in the report, and indeed have already endorsed many of
them. Chair
For this reason, all of the recommendations are inwardly focused towards
Board
the owners and operators of the pension plan. I feel confident that responsibility
As
final note
in thisand
section,
wethe
dealplan
with
the importance
of having
foramoving
forward
making
stronger
lies exactly
where itanshould be –
independent
board chair to lead the AC board.
with its owners.

An independent chair has contributed to good governance and the success of
I want to commend the SC and AC and their respective board chairs, Marianne
the OTPP and the CPPIB. Experts note that an independent board chair helps to
Love and Brian O’Keefe (SC) and Rick Miller (AC), together with Richard Faber (AC
ensure unbiased governance practices given that he or she would not be affiliated
Joint Council Sub‐Committee chair), all board members and executive teams for
with any plan sponsor.
their participation, cooperation and hard work in the course of this review.
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A strong independent chair would support the board in overseeing the work of
Introduction

the CEO and management team, attract higher calibre talent to the board, and
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
anchor the independence of the fiduciary board.
Employees Retirement System Review Act 2006, to conduct a review of the
This wouldofalso
forOMERS
greatergovernance
continuity ofstructure
leadership.
Both boards
support
operation
theprovide
devolved
established
by statute
in
the
appointment
of
an
independent
chair
for
the
AC
board
and
the
idea
has
also
2006.
been tested with a number of sponsors and stakeholders. Every stakeholder
It
has beenisainprivilege
to lead
and to develop this report and
consulted
agreement
withthis
thisreview
recommendation.
recommendations.
We therefore recommend that priority be given to the appointment of a strong,
OMERS
is a large
well‐known
pensionThis
plan
bothbe
in Canada
and
independent
chairand
to lead
the AC board.
would
a new fifteenth
voting
internationally.
Overall
it has
done very
wellby
since
was
devolved to
position on the board
and
it should
be filled
the its
fallgovernance
of 2013. This
individual
plan
members
2006, although
it has faced a number of challenges arising from
should
have theinfollowing
attributes:
economic instability in the years following the 2008 financial crisis.
• Extensive board experience, including experience in the role of chair;
Another
established
track
recordorganization
of collaborative
leadership;
Like• any
large and
complex
OMERS
can always find ways to do
better
and I believe
this review
has helped
thegovernance;
organizationand,
identify some of
• Knowledge
of that
the areas
of finance
and good
those
It is
myafirm
view thatpublic
theseprofile.
are opportunities which must
• opportunities.
Highly respected
with
well-known
be quickly and fully seized if the plan is to continue to thrive and serve the best
While theofformal
appointment
power
clearly
remains with the SC board, both
interests
both active
and retired
plan
members.
boards agree that this appointment should be made through a collaborative
Iprocess
am pleased
to noteinvolves
that thethe
Sponsors
Corporation
and Administration
that deeply
AC board
from start(SC)
to finish.
There should be
Corporation
(AC) at effort
OMERS
have
sufficient
to implement
all ofBoth
the
a wide recruitment
with
support
fromauthority
a professional
search firm.
recommendations
in the report,
and indeed
have already
many
of list
boards should be involved
in developing
selection
criteria,endorsed
concluding
a short
them.
For this and
reason,
all of the on
recommendations
are inwardly
focused
towards
for interviews
participating
the interview panel.
Ideally, the
boards
will
findowners
consensus
the successful
candidate.
Failing
the SC that
should
make every
the
andon
operators
of the pension
plan.
I feelthis,
confident
responsibility
effort
to find
consensus
thethe
AC plan
on two
or three
which
the SC
for
moving
forward
and with
making
stronger
liesfinalists
exactlyfrom
where
it should
be –
would
a final selection.
with
itsmake
owners.

collaborative
nature
ofand
this AC
appointment
will be hugely
important.
It will
IThe
want
to commend
the SC
and their respective
board
chairs, Marianne
send and
a strong
positive
potential
to the
boards
and(AC
Love
Brianand
O’Keefe
(SC)message
and RicktoMiller
(AC),candidates,
together with
Richard
Faber
their Council
respective
managementchair),
teams all
and
to external
observers.
This willteams
be a very
Joint
Sub‐Committee
board
members
and executive
for
significant
step in the
evolution towards
governance
their
participation,
cooperation
and hardbetter
work in
the courseatofOMERS.
this review.
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Introduction
Recommendations
In Mayinofthe
2012
I waswe
appointed
as aReviewer
pursuant
to the Ontario
Municipal
Earlier
report
emphasize
bias towards
OMERS-based
approaches
Employees
Retirementand
System
Review
Act 2006,identified
to conduct
review
of as
the
to
tackling challenges
seizing
opportunities
in athe
report
operationtoofmaking
the devolved
OMERS governance
structure
established
by statute
opposed
recommendations
for legislative
changes.
This respects
the in
2006.
devolved
ownership of the plan under the post-2006 governance model. In
this sense our belief is that the best solutions will be consensual ones arrived at
It has been a privilege to lead this review and to develop this report and
by the owners and stakeholders. In our view the current authorities under the
recommendations.
OMERS Act provide the boards with sufficient latitude to implement all of the
recommendations
made
below. While
this plan
report
is being
provided
OMERS is a large and
well‐known
pension
both
in Canada
and to the Minister
of
Municipal Affairs
and Housing
in avery
manner
fully complies
with to
internationally.
Overall
it has done
well that
sincewe
its believe
governance
was devolved
our
of reference,
recommendations
predominantly
directed
at from
the
planterms
members
in 2006, the
although
it has faced aare
number
of challenges
arising
OMERS
boards
and ininmany
casesfollowing
reflect the
consensus
or agreement
economic
instability
the years
the
2008 financial
crisis. of one or,
more often, both boards.
Like any other large and complex organization OMERS can always find ways to do
better and
I believe
that decision-making
this review has helped
the organization
identify some of
Aligned
and
efficient
processes
with clear
those opportunities.
It is my firm view that these are opportunities which must
accountability
structures
be quickly and fully seized if the plan is to continue to thrive and serve the best
Recommendation 1:
interests of both active and retired plan members.
The AC and SC boards should continue to move towards adopting one strategic
I am for
pleased
to note that the Sponsors Corporation (SC) and Administration
plan
OMERS.
Corporation (AC) at OMERS have sufficient authority to implement all of the
Recommendation
recommendations2:
in the report, and indeed have already endorsed many of
them.
all ofapproved
the recommendations
inwardly
focused towards
The
SCFor
andthis
AC reason,
boards have
principles andare
process
agreements
on
the owners
of the
pensionvaluations
plan. I feeland
confident
that responsibility
plan
growth,and
planoperators
changes and
actuarial
assumptions
which were
for movinginforward
and making
thethe
plan
stronger
liesReview
exactlyTeam.
where it should be –
developed
discussions
between
chairs
and the
with its owners.
(a) It is recommended that the boards collectively identify an accountable
I wantexecutive/s
to commend
the SC andfor
ACimplementing
and their respective
board chairs,
responsible
these protocols
with Marianne
a
requirement
that there
be Rick
quarterly
to the boards
on progress
Love and
Brian O’Keefe
(SC) and
Millerreports
(AC), together
with Richard
Faberand
(AC
outcomes;
and,
Joint Council
Sub‐Committee
chair), all board members and executive teams for
their participation, cooperation and hard work in the course of this review.
(b) It is further recommended that in the event that issues associated with
other “touch-points” give rise to tensions in the relationship between the
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boards, that the chairs should meet together in a concentrated effort to find
Introduction
consensus on principles and processes that will address the issues to the
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
satisfaction of both boards.
Employees Retirement System Review Act 2006, to conduct a review of the
Recommendation
3:
operation
of the devolved
OMERS governance structure established by statute in
2006.
The SC board should continue to review the process for selecting chairs or co-

chairs
to ensure
that board
members
haveand
confidence
that
decisions
are made in
It
has been
a privilege
to lead
this review
to develop
this
report and
an equitable manner. It is suggested that AMO and CUPE consider from time to
recommendations.
time supporting representatives of other organizations for the co-chair positions.
OMERS is a large and well‐known pension plan both in Canada and
Fairness in representation
on both
internationally.
Overall it has done
very boards
well since its governance was devolved to
plan members in 2006, although it has faced a number of challenges arising from
Recommendation 4:
economic instability in the years following the 2008 financial crisis.
The AC and SC boards should develop a comprehensive strategy for improving
Like
any other large
complex
OMERS
can unaffiliated
always find ways to do
communication
withand
sponsors
andorganization
stakeholders,
including
better
and I believe
that this for
review
has helped
organization identify
organizations,
and providing
improved
input the
on decision-making.
The some
goal inof
those
opportunities.
my firmthe
view
thatlevel
theseofare
opportunities
must
this respect
should beIttois achieve
same
service
provided which
to members
be
and fully seized if the plan is to continue to thrive and serve the best
andquickly
employers.
interests of both active and retired plan members.
A three-level approach to improving communications and engagement with these
Igroups
am pleased
to note that
Sponsors
Corporation
(SC) on
andthe
Administration
was discussed
andthe
there
was general
agreement
part of the boards
Corporation
(AC) at OMERS have sufficient authority to implement all of the
with the following:
recommendations in the report, and indeed have already endorsed many of
a) Improving communications and engagement with all stakeholders should
them. For this reason, all of the recommendations are inwardly focused towards
become an organizational priority for OMERS;
the owners and operators of the pension plan. I feel confident that responsibility
The boards
should
proactively
reach
out to stakeholders,
with it
anshould
emphasis
for b)
moving
forward
and making
the plan
stronger
lies exactly where
be –
those currently concerned about lack of voice. An example of this
with itsonowners.
would be the extension of invitations to these groups to attend OMERS
I want information
to commendsessions
the SC and
and their respective
board
chairs,
Marianne
andAC
a willingness
to adjust the
timing
of these
Love and
Brian O’Keefe
(SC)
and RickinMiller
(AC),totogether
Richardand
Faber
(AC
meetings
or to add
meetings,
an effort
provide with
information
receive
Joint Council
chair),
all in
board
members and executive
teams for
advice Sub‐Committee
from stakeholders
earlier
the decision-making
cycle; and
their participation, cooperation and hard work in the course of this review.
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c) The SC board, or both boards collectively, should create an advisory
Introduction

committee or an alternative engagement forum with representatives of
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
unaffiliated members, small unions and the retiree groups not represented
Employees Retirement System Review Act 2006, to conduct a review of the
on the SC board. In the current circumstances a new advisory committee
operation of the devolved OMERS governance structure established by statute in
or some alternative forum would be the most effective mechanism for
2006. communications and engagement (both outward to the groups and inward
to theaSC
and AC).
is possible
thatand
suchtoa develop
committee
forumand
might be
It has been
privilege
toItlead
this review
thisorreport
permitted to provide specified plan changes (typically benefit changes) for
recommendations.
consideration by the SC and to propose changes to any proposed specified
OMERS
is achanges
large and
well‐known
pension
in Canada and
plan
brought
forward
by SC plan
boardboth
members.
internationally. Overall it has done very well since its governance was devolved to
The leadership of both the AC and SC would meet with the advisory committee/
plan members in 2006, although it has faced a number of challenges arising from
forum at its meetings which would number up to four annually. It is anticipated
economic instability in the years following the 2008 financial crisis.
that the leadership of both corporations would also engage representatives of
Likethree
any other
large
and complex
organization
OMERS
canadministration,
always find ways
to do
the
groups
in discussion
on strategic
planning,
plan
pension
reform
and Ithe
economic
outlook
and
other
issues
OMERS.
better and
believe
that this
review
has
helped
theaffecting
organization
identify some of
those opportunities. It is my firm view that these are opportunities which must
The advisory committee or forum would serve as a focus group to allow the SC
be quickly and fully seized if the plan is to continue to thrive and serve the best
and AC to solicit feedback on the views of unaffiliated members. As a result,
interests of
active and would
retiredbe
plan
members.
members
of both
the committee
expected
to communicate and engage with
unaffiliated
beyond
organizations
that (SC)
theyand
represent.
I am pleasedmembers
to note that
the the
Sponsors
Corporation
Administration
Corporation
(AC) at OMERSmembers
have sufficient
to implement
all of
the
Advisory
committee/forum
shouldauthority
be compensated
for their
travel
recommendations
the report,
and staff
indeed
have should
alreadyalso
endorsed
many of
expenses.
Meetingsinspace
and some
support
be provided.
them. For this reason, all of the recommendations are inwardly focused towards
The details of how this form of engagement mechanism will work must be
the owners and operators of the pension plan. I feel confident that responsibility
finalized and this is best done in collaboration with representatives of the target
for moving forward and making the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
groups. The same is true for the potential composition of the committee or
with its owners.
forum and how representatives would be chosen. An obvious first step is for
the
corporation
to reach
outand
to these
or categories
of members,
I want
to commend
the SC
AC andthree
theirgroups
respective
board chairs,
Marianne
to
communicate
its willingness
improve
and Richard
to openFaber
up a (AC
Love
and Brian O’Keefe
(SC) andtoRick
Millercommunications
(AC), together with
channel
for engagement.
Joint Council
Sub‐Committee chair), all board members and executive teams for
their participation, cooperation and hard work in the course of this review.
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Recommendation 5:
Introduction
Associations
representing
unaffiliated
members
shouldtowork
togetherMunicipal
to devise
In
May of 2012
I was appointed
as Reviewer
pursuant
the Ontario
an equitable
method for
choosing
representatives
the advisory
committee/
Employees
Retirement
System
Review
Act 2006, toto
conduct
a review
of the
forum andof
forthe
generally
working
together
to speak
on pension
issuesby
collectively.
operation
devolved
OMERS
governance
structure
established
statute in
They
might
also
consider
mechanisms
to
reach
out
to
plan
members
who
are not
2006.
represented by any association or union.
It has been a privilege to lead this review and to develop this report and
recommendations.
High-level expertise and capacity on the administration board
OMERS
is a large and
Recommendation
6: well‐known pension plan both in Canada and
internationally. Overall it has done very well since its governance was devolved to
The two boards should work collaboratively on a fast-track plan to improve the
plan members in 2006, although it has faced a number of challenges arising from
capacity of the AC board.
economic instability in the years following the 2008 financial crisis.
A higher capacity board should have a majority of board members with
Like
any other large
and complex
organization
OMERS
always find ways to do
demonstrated
prior experience
and
skills in areas
such can
as governance,
better
and I believe
that this review
helped the
organization
identify
some of
investments,
risk management,
law, has
accounting,
human
resources,
strategic
those
opportunities.
It is my
firm view
these areprocess
opportunities
must
planning
and government
relations.
Thethat
nomination
should which
be assessed
be
quicklythat
and itfully
seized if the
planoutcome.
is to continue to thrive and serve the best
to ensure
contributes
to this
interests of both active and retired plan members.
No more than four seats would be designated for representative board members.
I am pleased to note that the Sponsors Corporation (SC) and Administration
The following mechanisms should be put in place in order to effectively pave the
Corporation (AC) at OMERS have sufficient authority to implement all of the
way towards a higher capacity board:
recommendations in the report, and indeed have already endorsed many of
1. An
critical path with
timelines,
them.
Forimplementation
this reason, all ofplan
theand
recommendations
are
inwardlydesired
focusedoutcomes
towards
and executive
accountabilities.
Thisplan.
should
be communicated
widely to
the owners
and operators
of the pension
I feel
confident that responsibility
sponsors,
stakeholders
and
plan
members;
shouldwhere
also be
quarterly
for moving
forward
and making
the
plan
stronger there
lies exactly
it should
be –
with itsupdates
owners.on the boards’ websites and annual updates in the annual reports
published by the boards;
I want to commend the SC and AC and their respective board chairs, Marianne
2. and
A rigorous
capacity
matrix
which
aligns
board
skills towith
theRichard
plan’s strategic
Love
Brian O’Keefe
(SC)
and Rick
Miller
(AC),
together
Faber (AC
directions
and desired outcomes;
Joint Council
Sub‐Committee
chair), all board members and executive teams for
3. An assessment of current board capacity in relation to that matrix with an
their participation, cooperation and hard work in the course of this review.
emphasis on identifying capacity gaps; and
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4. A transition plan to accelerate the cycle of board appointments in order to
Introduction

address capacity gaps.
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
Employees
Retirement
System ReviewCorporation
Act 2006, to conduct
a review of the
An
Independent
Administration
Board Chair
operation of the devolved OMERS governance structure established by statute in
Recommendation
7:
2006.
Priority should be given to the appointment of a strong, independent chair to
It has been a privilege to lead this review and to develop this report and
lead the AC board. This would be a new and fifteenth position on the board and
recommendations.
it should be filled by the fall of 2013. This individual should have the following
attributes:
OMERS is a large and well‐known pension plan both in Canada and
internationally. Overall it has done very well since its governance was devolved to
• Extensive board experience, including experience in the role of chair;
plan members in 2006, although it has faced a number of challenges arising from
• An established track record of collaborative leadership;
economic
instability
in the
years
following
the
2008
financial crisis.
• Knowledge
in the
areas
of finance
and
good
governance;
and,
Highly
respected
a well-known
public
profile.
Like• any
other
large andwith
complex
organization
OMERS
can always find ways to do
better
and I believe
that this
review
has helped
the organization
some of
This
appointment
should
be made
through
a collaborative
processidentify
that deeply
those opportunities.
is my
firmtoview
that
these
are opportunities
which must
involves
the AC board Itfrom
start
finish.
There
should
be a wide recruitment
be quickly
fullyfrom
seized
if the plan is search
to continue
to thrive
andshould
serve the
effort
with and
support
a professional
firm. Both
boards
be best
interestsinofdeveloping
both activeselection
and retired
plan members.
involved
criteria,
concluding a short list for interviews
and participating on the interview panel. Ideally, the boards will find consensus
I am pleased to note that the Sponsors Corporation (SC) and Administration
on the successful candidate. Failing this, the SC should make every effort to find
Corporation (AC) at OMERS have sufficient authority to implement all of the
consensus with the AC on two or three finalists from which the SC would make a
recommendations in the report, and indeed have already endorsed many of
final selection.
them. For this reason, all of the recommendations are inwardly focused towards
the owners and operators of the pension plan. I feel confident that responsibility
Implementation
for moving forward and making the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
Recommendation
with its owners. 8:
By
virtue
the process
in the
course
of thisboard
review,
thereMarianne
will
I want
to of
commend
the undertaken
SC and AC and
their
respective
chairs,
be
noand
surprises
in these (SC)
recommendations
thetogether
OMERS boards.
SomeFaber (AC
Love
Brian O’Keefe
and Rick Millerfor
(AC),
with Richard
recommendations have been crafted together with representatives of the boards
Joint Council Sub‐Committee chair), all board members and executive teams for
and many have already been endorsed by both boards, at the very least at the
their participation, cooperation and hard work in the course of this review.
level of principle.
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There are a small number of manageable recommendations. There is no reason
Introduction

why implementation should not commence on all of them in short order.
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
The following
recommendations
speakAct
to effective
are based
Employees
Retirement
System Review
2006, to implementation
conduct a reviewand
of the
on best practices
observedOMERS
in othergovernance
large and complex
organizations.
They
are also
operation
of the devolved
structure
established by
statute
in
made
in
light
of
the
fact
that
the
report
will
be
released
publicly
by
the
Minister
2006.
no later than 30 days following receipt.
It has been a privilege to lead this review and to develop this report and
a) The board or boards with responsibility for the various recommendations
recommendations.
should respond quickly to the recommendations with an emphasis on
OMERScommunicating
is a large and well‐known
plan both
Canada
and
to sponsors,pension
stakeholders
and in
plan
members;
internationally.
Overallshould
it has done
verypriority
well since
its governance
b) Implementation
be a top
for OMERS
with thewas
full devolved to
plan members
in 2006,
although
it has
faced
a number
of challenges
arising from
commitment
of board
chairs,
both
CEOs
and the AC
senior management
team;
economic
instability in the years following the 2008 financial crisis.
c) Implementation of these recommendations can, for the most part, occur
Like any other large and complex organization OMERS can always find ways to do
quite rapidly. The re-composition of the AC board might require a 24-month
better and I believe that this review has helped the organization identify some of
phase-in but certainly no longer and the lion’s share of that work should be
those opportunities.
It is my
firm view that these are opportunities which must
completed in 12-18
months;
be quickly
and
fully
seized
if the planonis the
to continue
to thrive
andfor
serve
d) Initial
joint
board
discussions
recruitment
process
an the best
interests
of both active
retired
plan members.
independent
chairand
should
commence
immediately, as should the process of
reaching
to stakeholders;
I am pleased
to out
noteproactively
that the Sponsors
Corporation (SC) and Administration
e)
A
critical
path
should
be
developed
the implementation
Corporation (AC) at OMERS have sufficientfor
authority
to implementofalleach
of the
recommendation
keyindeed
milestones,
expected
outcomes
andof
recommendations
in theindicating
report, and
have already
endorsed
many
executive and board member accountabilities. The critical path should be
them. For this reason, all of the recommendations are inwardly focused towards
updated quarterly and be communicated on a quarterly basis to sponsors,
the owners and operators of the pension plan. I feel confident that responsibility
stakeholders and plan members (at the very least on the boards’ websites).
for moving forward and making the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
Updates should also be provided in each of the next two annual reports;
with its owners.
f) Identified executives should be accountable for implementation of each
I want to commend the SC and AC and their respective board chairs, Marianne
recommendation. In the case of executive leads, success in meeting key
Love and Brian O’Keefe (SC) and Rick Miller (AC), together with Richard Faber (AC
milestones, identified outcomes and eventual implementation should be
Joint Council
Sub‐Committee
chair),
all board members and executive teams for
included
in performance
contracts;
their participation, cooperation and hard work in the course of this review.
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g) Two special-purpose joint board meetings should be scheduled in the spring
Introduction
and fall of 2013 for the purpose of evaluating progress towards goals; and,
In May of 2012 I was appointed as Reviewer pursuant to the Ontario Municipal
h) A written
progressSystem
reportReview
on implementation
of the recommendations
Employees
Retirement
Act 2006, to conduct
a review of the
should
be provided
the Minister
of Municipal
Affairs
and Housing
withinin
operation
of the
devolvedtoOMERS
governance
structure
established
by statute
2006. one year of the report being released by the Minister.
It has been a privilege to lead this review and to develop this report and
recommendations.
OMERS is a large and well‐known pension plan both in Canada and
internationally. Overall it has done very well since its governance was devolved to
plan members in 2006, although it has faced a number of challenges arising from
economic instability in the years following the 2008 financial crisis.
Like any other large and complex organization OMERS can always find ways to do
better and I believe that this review has helped the organization identify some of
those opportunities. It is my firm view that these are opportunities which must
be quickly and fully seized if the plan is to continue to thrive and serve the best
interests of both active and retired plan members.
I am pleased to note that the Sponsors Corporation (SC) and Administration
Corporation (AC) at OMERS have sufficient authority to implement all of the
recommendations in the report, and indeed have already endorsed many of
them. For this reason, all of the recommendations are inwardly focused towards
the owners and operators of the pension plan. I feel confident that responsibility
for moving forward and making the plan stronger lies exactly where it should be –
with its owners.
I want to commend the SC and AC and their respective board chairs, Marianne
Love and Brian O’Keefe (SC) and Rick Miller (AC), together with Richard Faber (AC
Joint Council Sub‐Committee chair), all board members and executive teams for
their participation, cooperation and hard work in the course of this review.
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